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ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
SANTA FE, N, M., MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 3. 1906.

VOL 43.

VISIBLE RESULTS

as Compared With Previous
Years.

FLEE! REVIEWED

ING THAN FIGURES Today by President
If the Latter Never Lie, They Sometimes
's
Tell But Half the
Administration Can Rely Upon

in Long Island
Sound.

Truth---Bursum-

Its Own Achievements.

Commanded By "Fighting"
Bob Evans 45 War-chips

in Line.
star chamber Investimanagethe
of
penitentiary
gation
ment under the late superintendent,
Hon. H. 0. Bursum, has been completed, and a report thereon made
morn-inpublic! through an Albuquerque
paper, the course pursued throughout the whole affair becomes properly
subject to review, and It ,1s but comol
.the
that
press
and
timely
petent
the enthe Territory
tire matter thoroughly tor the purpose
of further 'enlightening that most interested of all parties concerned,
namely, the tax payer. Such will be
the course of the New Mexican, and
with that object in view the statistician of this paper has read with care
and .minuteness the report submitted
by a representative of the Colorado
Title and - Trust Company, together
with such gratuitous misrepresentation as was generously added by the
management of the Albuquerque Fakir
Journal.
The report 'Is certainly voluminous,
for it covers four closely printed page3
of the paper In question and more
are threatened If such action be deemed advisable, Furthermore,; the report is Interesting very, Very inter- esting at times Inaccurate, and exor shall It.be called
tremely biased
'
As examples of these
misleading?
contentions; it may be observed that
the report is dated August 30, 1900,
and that In the body of the document
reiterations,
appear five statements,
affidavits, etc., to show that Mr. Bur-suowed the Territory $700 which
had been paid by his predecessor, Mr.
Bergman, and erroneously credited to
Mi. Bursum. At an inconspicuous
' ' place fit the" end of the report appears
a correction stating that Mr. Bursum
had discovered this error Wmself and
voluntarily forwarded the money to
the treasurer on July 27, 1906, more
than one month before the report Is
dated.
Few Discrepancies Made By Experts
In Reports.
Several references are made to the
vital necessity of reproducing a certain important Journal, while from a
footnote at the end of the Teport it
appears that the book was sent to
Superintendent Trelford by Mr. Bursum on July 11, 1906 nearly two
months prior to the date of the report. Was it really necessary to so
voluminously exploit these closed Incidents?
But let a more serious phase of
this subject be considered. Here is a
'document which purports to be an expert's report, made under the name
and by authority of a supposedly reliable and Impeccable actuary, a position universally recognized as the
' most delicate
of all trusteeships In
which one must base conclusions
facts, and must
solely upon clean-cu- t
in no wise color any statement for
the purpose of producing misleading
effects. The report In its findings "
the
tacks In his very heartstrings
ability, credit, uprightness and honesty of a man who has been highly
honored by all of his fellow citizens
In New Mexico for eighteen years
a man who served his county faithfully as sheriff for two terms, who has
been a member of the upper branch of
the legislature, and who last, but not
least, unquestionably redeemed the
territorial penitentiary from practical
financial ruin and made it what It Is
today. Against the record of service
and ability submitted by this man, our
dapper expert from Colorado Springs
places the affidavit of a foreman of the
clay bank, a man who, upon his own
oath, admits that he carried only In
his head accounts covering a period
of months and Involving hundreds of
dollars, to slhow that Mr. Bursum has
abstracted from the penitentiary funds
the princely sum of $400. Ye Oods,
and little .fishes! It is to laugh!
An Instance of Direct Misrepresentation.
As an excellent example of 'dellber-atmisrepresentation, it may be noted
that on the first page' of this newspaper article It is stated in Ml soberness that during Mr. Bursum' administration the average earnings, 'from
convict labor were but f 1,000 per
month, while those of his successor
were more than three times as large.
But look at the table on page two
which shows these earnings by years
from 1899, when Mr. Bursum took
charge, to the date of his resignation
In 1906. In 1899 the convicts' earnings averaged less than $300 per month.
Thanks to the business ability, foresight and energy displayed by Mr.
Bursum during his seven years' incumbency, this earning capacity.'was
increased fully 1,000 per cent, so that
the day he resigned, the institution
"
had been earning, and is still earning,
upon contracts secured toy Mr. Bur- sum, more than $3,000 per month.
Credit for this condition belongs sole-- :
ly to Mr. fiursum's management and
the capable men who have worked
Now that the
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DESERT

of Various Counties to Be Creditable

PRE CONVINC

ARE

ASSESSMENT kOLLS
SHOW INCREASE

ATLANTIC

Traveling Auditor Charles V.
is greatly pleased with the increases observable In the county assessment rolls which nre being sent
to hi office by the various county
ireasurcrs. Every county heard from
o far shows a large gain In the
valuations this year over those
.'
of last.
The assessment roll of San Juan
County which Is subjoined indicates
a not Increase this
of $80,280.
The total assessed valuation In 1900
Is $1,009,200, as agaftiBt $!Ui.71,
in
1905. The exemptions pull the amount
subject to taxation below the million
mark but even at that It is little losi
than the total assessed valuation
scheduled last year.
The greatest increase in the assessments of this county during the present year Is. in coal lands. The gain
over lust year Is $2.1,006
City and
town lots come next with a raise of
lands are
$2.2,09(5,
and agricultural
third with an increase of $15,708.
There Is a loss on cattte'of $5,547 but
It Is more than overbalanced by the
"?aln on sheep of $9,259.' ,f he greatest
loss is In the exemptions which aggregate $98,200, which represents an Increase over last year of $5,200.
The following figures on the different' items are taken from the official
tax roll of the county:
Agricultural lands, 1900, $427,085;
1905, $411,917; Increase, $15,708.
Grazing lands, 1906, $N0,071; 1905,
$79,449.88; increase $0211.2.
City, and town lots, l!?00, 138,442;
1905, $115 740; Increase, 122.090.
Coal lands, 1900, $30,8i.; 1905,
.
increase, $23 005.
'
Electric light plants, 1900, $950;
1905. none; increase, $950.
Toll bridges and roadu, 1900, $200;
1905, $200; stationary.
Telephone and telegraph lines, 190G,
$4,090; 1905, $2,547.50; increase,
Sat-for-

with him upon the board of peniten- ': Oyster Bay, Sept. 3. President
tiary commissioners.
Roosevelt reviewed today, the greatA Few Little Things Now Recalled to est fleet of
fighting ships ever assemMind.
bled under the American flag. Three
r
have
Every business man, tax payer and long columns of
voter in this community, remembers tugged gently at their anchors -- in
that In 1899 the penitentiary was on Long Island Sound since noon Sunday
the financial toboggan; that the pres- and not one of the forty-fivvessels
ent cell house "was in bad shape, sur- is to move from Its place until the
rounded by .a tumble down stockade; ceremony is over, or until 6. o'clock
that no brick plant existed; that the tomorrow morning.
warrants sold at CO cents on the dol1,170 Guno Face Sagamore Hill.
was
lar and that every legislature
All the vessels are within range of
confronted with a $20,000 deficiency. Sagamore Hill and could train 1,170
Since that date, under Mr. Bursum' guns on the summer residence ''of
able management, there have been President Roosevelt. The day opened
constructed without the appropriation stormy, with Intervals of hard rain
of one dollar by our legislature, an ex- driven before stiff but variable winds.
cellent brick plant, lime kiins, brick President Faced Heavy Rain Storm.
walls and stables and the walls of a
President Roosevelt did not mind
new stone cell house, all of which the rain in the least and
apparently it
permanent
improvements, If built had no effect on the crowds which
without the aid of convict labor, gathered to view the Imposing speccould not be replaced for $50,000. tacle. '
"
i
7
Some "experts" may contend that
At 8 o'clock more titan 15,000 Jack-iethese improvements are worth only
and 800 officers manned'the decks
$10,000, but let any one of them try and the Atlantic fleet, under command
It once and
ee. Penitentiary war- of Rear Admiral"
Evans, was ready for
rants have sold at par, too, since 1899, inspection. '
...
;
and not once has the legislature been Guns Boomed Salute to President.
asked to meet a deficiency bill.
A salute of twenty-onguns, fired
Time and space do. not permit a
simultaneously by every craft in the
Irrigation ditches, 19)C, $25,000;
complete discussion of this subject fleet of two score warships, greeted 1905, $25,000; stationary.!'
now, but other phases will be, con- President Roosevelt when he
Water reservoirs, 1900, $500; 1905,
stepped
sidered later. Meantime the business on board" the naval
"
yacht Mayflower $500; stationary.
men, tax payers and voters of New today to revlew the fleet. Earner
Flour mills, 100G. $2.530 ; 1905,
Mexico, to most of whom all of Secretary
and
Nval
Bonaparte
increase, $750. U;v
these things have long been familiar attaches of tho
Notes and accounts, 1900, none;
foreign governments
vill remember the good accomplished had boarded the Afayflower and a 1905,
$5,100; decrease, $5,100.
by Mr. Bursum and lose mighty little large number of guests of President
Horses, 1900, $48,52;. VW, $47,080,-50- ;
over
the
statement
sleep
that and Mrs. Roosevelt were on board
expert's
increase, $838.50:;
'his cash was out of balance in the the
Dolphin. While the review was
Mules, 190C $2,300-;- ' 19"5, $3,152.50;
sum of $84.86.
';:
taking place the clouds began to decrease $792.50. ':
break away and before It was finished ' Cattle, 1906, $49.419lj;i05, $54,900,
the sun brokjtliiwighajjdWU'iojVM
U. S. AND TERRITORIAL
out ane inns anu rae
oi tne
sneep, law,, si.iuzr.i wo, 9ta,u&;
COURTS IN SESSION great white war shipsspienuor
and the long Increase, $9,359.
black torpedo boat destroyers.
Goats, 1900, $4,504; 1905, $4220.25;.
For First Judicial District Judge
Would Assemble Such a Fleet Anincrease, $283.75.
Presiding Examination of
Swine, 1900, $1,739; 1905, $2,454; denually.
Jurors.
As Rear Admiral Evans yesterday crease $715.
surveyed from the bridge of his flagBurros, 190(f, $122; 1905, $150; deThe United States and Territorial ship "Maine" the
vessels crease, $34.
fortjyve
Courts for the First Judicial District of his command, stretching more than
Carriages and wagons, 1900,
of 'New Mexico convened
at. 10 three miles down the Sound in three
1905, $15,640.50; decrease, $21.50.
o'clock this morning at the court columns, he was enthusiastic, but not
$1,889;
Sewing machines, 1900,
house in Santa Fe, Judge John R.
boastful.
1905, $2,475.25; decrease, $58G.25.
M.
A.
presiding.
"It Is only a little fleet," he said,
Bergere, clerk
Saddles and harness, 1900, $4,895;
of the court, ws at his
post1 The "but a very select one. I wish it 1905, $5,227.50; decrease, $332.50.
United States was represented by As- were three times as big. I would adMerchandise, 1900, $51,450; 1905,
sistant United States Attorney David vocate the assembling of a fleet like $40,736; increase $4,714.
J. Leahy, and the Territory bv Aetine this, but larger, annually. It would
Farming implements, 1900, $7,528;
District Attorney Judge A. J. Abbott. have a splendid educational effect not 1905,
$8,110; decrease, $588.
Deputy United States Marshals W. R. only on the men of the fleet but on
Saloon and office fixtures, 1900,
Forbes and "Billy" Smith were in at- the people generally."
$5,217; 1905, $4,292; Increase, $955.
tendance. Sheriff Antonio J. Ortiz
Money, 1906, $9,895; 1905, $1,200;
was present in his official capacity.
$8,695.
increase,
On account of It being Labor Dav. M'KENZIE AFTER
Watches and clocks, 1900, $704;
Judge McFie devoted 'his attentions to
COMMISSION MEN 1905, $519.75; Increase, $244.25.
examining the. United States grand
Law and medical books, 1900, $345;
ana petit Jurors and the Territorial
1905, $370; decrease, $25.
Yards-SOffice
at
ays
Kansas
City
grand Jurors as to their qualifications. Opens
Musical instruments, 1906, $2,011;
He Was Forced to Do
Owing to the fact that a number on
1905 $2,287; 'increase, $323.25.
So to Protect Himself.
the regular venire were excused, or
Household goods, 1900, $12,942;
had not been served with subDoenaes
1905, $11,773.50; 'increase, $1,108.50.
3.
Murdo
Kansas
City, Mo., Sept.
it was necessary to draw a special
Bank stock, 1906,. $18,180; 1905,
venire which was done at orw-- and McKenzie of Trinidad, Colorado, presi$3,770; increase, $14,410.
all vacancies in the quotas of the re- dent of the American National Live
Corn, 1906, none; 1905, $157.50; despective Juries will be filled tomorrow. Stock Association, and director In the crease, $157.50.
Commission
Live
Stock
ine united States Juries and the TerHay, 1900, none; 1905, $1,639; deritorial grand jury will be impanelled Company, was at the stock yards this
$1,639.
crease,
when S. G. Burnside and P.
when court opens tomorrow
morning morning
Lumber, 1900, $900; 1905, none; Inat 9 o'clock. The Territorial petit J. Ehrlie former members of the stock
crease $900.
Jury will not be called for ten days as exchange, but now agents of the CoMechanics' tools, 1906, $565; 1905,
United States cases will be tried first. operative Commission Company, open$319.
The examining of the Jurors who re- ed an office in opposition to the Kan- $884;' decrease,
Engines, 1900, none; 1905, $225; desas
Live
Stock
City
Exchange.
ported consumed practically the en"We are not here to fight anybody crease, $225.
tire day. Judge McFie began shortly
Bees, 1900, hone; 1905, $528; deafter 10 o'clock and at noon a recess or run anybody out of business," said
was taken until 2 o'clock. As fast as Mr. McKenzie, "but our action , was crease, $528.
Other property, 1996, $4,410; 1905,
vacancies in the several juries were made absolutely necessary by the con$3,389;
increase, $1,021.
of
certed
action
the
commission houses
discovered, additional names were
Increased exemptions, 1906, $5,200.
ts
drawn from the jury wheel, and the In all
whereby they arbitrarTotal valuation, 1900, $1,009,200;
deputy marshals were supplied with ily raised the prices lor handling our 1905, $977,719.38;
exemptions, 1906,
the required subpoenaes for service. products."
$98,200; 1905, $93,000; subject of taxAdjournment was taken this afternoon
ation, 1900, $911,000; 1905,
until tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock.
Net gain, $80,280,02.
RAILROAD PROJECT,
e
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Mc-Fi- e

$15,-G1-

Mc-Fi- e

ma-ke-

$824,-719.3-

TROOPS AND
STRIKERS CLASH
With Deadly Result to Two Pennsylvania State Soldiers
Dynamite Used.

CARLSBAD TO EL PASO
Commercial Club Sends Man to
sas City to Look After inter-

BOLD HOLDUP

OF A STAGE

Kan-

ests Big Land Deal.
Special to the New Mexican.

Lone

Carlsbad, N. M., Sept. 3. The CarlsCommercial Club has raised a
handsome purse and sent J. T. Edwards to Kansas City, as Its representative to confer with officials of the
Kansas City, Lawton & Pacific Railway with reference to building a line
lurough Carlsbad to El Paso. Mr, Edwards, who Is a railroad clVil engineer
with headquarters at Memphis, and
who is a former resident of Carlsbad,
has been eent out by 'the railroad to
look over the .situation.
; A big land deal was closed Friday.
The first of the valley lar.ds under
the Avalon dam since the government
took over the work, comprising 440
acres owned, by I. S. Osborn, were
wld by W. L. Bobo, to G. W. Hiitton,
treasurer' of the Allith Manufacturing
Company, of Chicago the prico'belng
$11,000 cash. Mr. Hutton will immediately arrange to colonize the tract
in small lots of ten to. forty acres,
which will be sold to fruit farmers
from the, northwest.

Robber Lines Up Passengers
Ahwanhne, California, and
Escapes With Valuables.

bad

Two
Punxautawney, Pa., "Sept. 3.
members of the state constabulary are
dead, one is dying and two others ar
wounded, as the result of a riot with
Italians at Florence seven mljes from
here, yesterday. One Italian is dead,
another is slightly wounded and two
are under arrest while the house in
which ' the rioters barricaded them
selves, Is wrecked from dynamite used
by. the troopers to dislodge the" rioters.',"

TROOPS WOUND
MINERS

178
IN

8TRIKE RIOT.

Petroseney, Hungary, Sept. 3. As a
result of th collision between the
troops and striking; coal miners here
today, one hundred and seventy-fiv- e
miners were injured.
.!

--

.

Is

The Santa Fe Dally New Mexican
headquarters for all kinds of blanks.

,

Wawona, Cal., Sept. 3. Three miles
from' Ahwanhne yesterday afternoon
the Yosmlte stage was. held up by a
lone robber who compelled the passengers to give up th3lr valuables, and
rifled and burned the Wells Fargo box.
The man Is probably the same one who
robbed the stage In August of last
year and in July of this year.
SCORES
AMONG THE LEAGUES.

BASEBALL

National League
St. Louis.

........
a-

'

PhiladelphiBrooklyn. , .

...

'.

...

Cleveland- -

Cleveland.

Chicago..:

'

... ...

, . . .

, .
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..0

American League

Washington

.,..21
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. .

Philadelphia..,;
Boston... ...i

urg

Pittsburg-Pittsb-

Boston

,.

.........

v

,.3
1

.
... ... ..... .10
3
... ... ... ...
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II
Irrigation Possibilities in New
Mexico.
WATERSTHATFLOWTOWASTE

Expert Says That Each Acre
Will Support One
Person.
F. H. Newel, chief engineer of the
Service,
United States Reclamation
In a recent letter to Delegate W. H.
Andrews, gives a resume of the irrigation possibilities In New Mexico
and Arizona. T.here Is probably no
the water
man better posted upon
supply and upon the location of feasible reservoir sites and the technical
knowledge of reclamation problems
than Mr. Newell, and New Mexico-hain him a staunch friend whose enthusiasm for irrigation and Irrigation enterprises needs no advertising. It is
strange therefore, that he should limit 'the future acreage under irrigation
in New Mexico to 575,000 acres, while
he indicates the maximum area that
can be possibly irrigated In Arizona
to 800,000 acres. To go Into detail,
Professor Newel says;
"The Reclamation Service has under consideration a number of projects in Arizona, upan two of which
actual construction is now well advanced.
They are the Salt River project, which will supplement and render certain water supply for upwards of 200,000 acres, much of which
has already been partially Irrigated,
and the Yuma project, which will irrigate upwards of 90,000 acres. In
has
adrlitjon general examination
been made of projects on 'the Colorado
300,000
River, which may reclaim
acres; on the Little Colorado,. 80,000
acres; upper Gila, 40,000 acres; and
San Pedro, 20,000 acres. Recent investigations Indicate the .possibility
of extending irrigation in the plateau
region of the north and elsewhere by
pumping to cover approximately
acres more. These figures are, of
course, very general and are quite
that
optimistic, it being assumed
ninny unknown conditions will upon
further investigation be found to be
favorable. It. Is believed to be within
the range of possibilities, if not of
probabilities, that In the next generation there can be brought under Irrigation in Arizona a total of over
800,000 acres, or three times as much
land as is now Irrigated in that Territory." It must be observed, however,
that this area is not scattered over
the entire territory but consists
of
several large areas massed together.
It must also be added that dry farming never will and cannot be a success In Arizona on account of the
sparse rainfall and the rapid evaporation of moisture.
To Double Present Irrigated Acreage
100,-00-

in New Mexico.

Speaking of New Mexico, Professor Newell says:
"In New Mexico the reclamation
projects now under construction are
the Hondo, to cover 10,000 acres; the
Carlsbad, 15,000 acres, and the Rio
Grande, where it is hoped, hy storing
the entire flow of the river, to provide water suffiient for 180,000 acres,
of which 25,000 acres will be in the
Republic of Mexico, and an equal or
greater amount In the state of Texas,
leaving, say 110,000 acres to be Irrigated in New Mexico. This is believed
to be the limit of the water supply
of the river, If all of the floods are
stored. In addition, general examinations have been made of the Urton
Lake project to Irrigate 50,000 acres;
of the La Plata project 10,000 acres,
and at Las Vegas 10,000 acres.
By
the extension of the present systems,
the development of storage, and the
construction of new works In the
north and northeastern parts of the
Territory, together with the development of underground waters by pumping, it is believed that another
acres can eventually be added.
This will bring the future total acreage in New Mexico up to nearly
acres, or about double the present irrigated acreage."
Professor Newell further modifies
his estimates by saying:
"Comparisons of present irrigated
lands with the areas to be reclaimed
under ,the reclamation act should be
made with careful qualifications. The
areas now reported as irrigated are
in most cases dependent upon a precarious water supply and the lands
produce only a portion of the products
which might be grown with complete
supply. Under the projects constructed under the terms of the Reclamation Act an ample water supply will
be available, making is possible for
a larger number of persons to obtain
a satisfactory living upon corresponding" areas., All of the lands irrigated
under the Reclamation Act will be
disposed of In small farm units, thus
materially Increasing the number of
families. There are In the more
densely parts of the said states lo
calities where the irrigated land bud.
porta a person to the acre, and it mav
be assumed that under
good condi
tions there will ultimately be in Ari
zona and New Mexico an aggregate'
population residing or dependent nnrfn
the irrigated lands in the ratio of ie
person toan acre. This conditionas
above stated, can only come aboutfun
100,-00-

675,-00- 0

der a very high degree of development."
Some Points Not Considered About
Water Supply.
This 1b well as far as it goes' especially the promise that eventually
each acre under Irrigation will support one person. Professor Newell,
who allows for the entire water supply of Arizona, docs not take Into
water supply
consideration the
A number of imporof New Mexico.
tant projects are even now undor consideration by private enterprises and
have gone beyond the initial stage.
The Tularosa project for Instance Is
to reclaim 20,000 teres; the Mlmbres
project is to reclaim 30.000 acrc3;
ditches to be taken out of the San
Juan River, which has ample water
supply, are to reclaim an additional
20,000 acres. According to the report
of the Commission of irrigation and
Water Rights, appointed under authority of the New Mexico legislature and
of which P. E. Harronn, of Santa Fe,
was the engineer, the water supply of
the lower Pecos is sufficient to Irrigate
200,000 acres although according to
Professor Newell the three government projects under construction In
that section will irrigate only 75,000
acres, nor does this take Into consideration the large area that can be Irwells. Then
rigated from artesian
there is the White Rock Canon project which can tarnish water for
acres. Nor Is the Canadian water
shed with the Vermejo, the Cimarron,
the Mora, the Ocate, and other streams
To
considered by Professor Newell,
reproduce figures from the above
mentioned retort of the Territorial
Commission of Irrigation, the follow
ing unused water supplies are available:
San Juan River systems 50,000
acres, without
Increasing present
ditch systems
However, there Is
sufficient water in the San Juan and
tributaries to irrigate 200,000 acres,
the normal flow being 2,000 second
foot, although at flood times this has
been known to be ten times as large.
The Chama and Its tributaries has
an average flow of 1,300 second feet,
enormously increased during flood seasons. The total irrigable area In this
district can be increased by 80,000
teres, according to the above report.
At present a reservoir project is under
consideration In this district on the El

WRECKER

BANK

15

By States Attorney
of Illinois in

Africa.
FOLLOWED

JIND

GLOBE

Paul O. Stensland Can Not
Escape Law Hering Re
joices at News.

Chicago, Sept. 3. A cablegram to
the Tribune announces that Stensland
was captured today in Tanglers, in the
English poHtofflee at Tanglers by a
Tribune representative and state's
Attorney Olsen. Stensland agreed
to retu 'ii peaceably '.0 Chicago.
A Bptclal
to tht Tribune from
Glbralta." says:
"Paul O. Stensland
president and
wrecker of the Milwaukee Avenue
State bank left Gibraltir for the east
coast of Africa yesterday lust an hour
and forty minutes before a representative of the Tribune anj assistant
State's Attorney Havry Olsen at rived
after trailing him from America to
England thence to Gibraltar, to Tanglers, back to Gibraltar and to several
Spanish towns. Stensland Is traveling
under tne alias of P. Olsen of Norway.
One of Stensland's numerous women
friends who thought she had been
shabbily treated put the Tribune In
possession of the first hint as to his
whereabouts.
s
Cashier Hering Rejoices at
Capture.
A reward of five thousand dollars
has been offered for the arrest of
Stensland and many detectives have
been hunting for him. Henry W.
Hering, formerly cashier of the bank,
expressed pleasure at the capture of
Stensland and declared that the trial
of Stensland would show he (Hering)
Rito.
In the Taos district there flows to had been the dupe of Stensland and
waste annually sufficient water to ir- had suffered through his financial
rigate 25,000 acres and If the flood manipulations.
waters could be stored, this area could
be Increased another 25,000 acres.
In the Santa Fe district 20,000 acres
OF NEW MEXICO
could be brought under cultivation by
water storage on the Santa Cruz,
Tesuque, Santa Fe, Gallsteo, Tijeras Report Current That it Will Not Be
Along Lines as Published
and other .streams.
.. ;
Sat;0r(iy.
Heavy Floods in Jemez Reserve
Great Aid.
The figures published by the Santa
In the Jemez district, the floods are
Fe Dally New Mexican on Saturday
unusually heavy and by water storage, regarding the
of the
In
5..000 acres could be reclaimed.
Territory have caused considerable
the Ptierco district, the Puerco at discussion and it is
recog'i'ted that
times discharges 32,000 second feet the
arrangement given at the concluand on the Bluewater, In this district, sion of the article in tabulated form
a reservoir is being constructed that Is the most
equitable division of the
will reclaim 15,000 acres. The total
Territory Into council districts that
storland tnat miht be reclaimed by
could be devised at present and .hat
age, Is 00,000 acres. In the Black
by taking these council districts and
Range district, the Mlmbres project also making them house districts, the
to
acres
reclaim
and
30,000
promises
confusing overlapping of council and
there are other streams along which house districts
which exists at present
storage on a small scale is feasible. In would be avoided. The table Is herethis district 60,o00 acres can be. re- with
reproduced:
claimed. In the Colorado district, fully 1. San
Juan, Rio Arriba
3,910
storbe
can
acres
reclaimed
50,000
by
2.
Coaax
iaos,
age on the Gila, the San Francisco, 3. Colfax, Union
6,303
the Pescado, the Zuni, and other 4.
Quay, Roosevelt, Chaves,
streams. In this district, the govern3,303
Eddy
ment is building a large reservoir for 5.
Otero, Lincoln, Guadalupe.. 4,030
the Zuni Indians at Black Rock, which G. Dona
Ana, Luna, Grant.... 4,097
Mr. Newell does not take Into account
7.
Sierra
3,550
In enumerating
the government irri- 8. Socorro,
Valencia, McKInley, Sand
in
Mexico.
New
gation undertakings
oval
3,627
In the Canadian dl trlct, the discharge
9. Bernalillo
3,415
of the Cimarron
alone at times 10.
Santa Fe, Torrance
3,419
amounts to 200,000 second feet and 11.
Mora, San Miguel
to
territhe
of
the
report
according
12. San Miguel
7,225
torial commission, fully 140,000 acres
can be brought under Irrigation by
Total
43,011
storage on this stream, especially by
However, the street has it that the
In
the
reservoir
site
splendid
utilizing
will not be along
the Mereno Valley on the Maxwell reapportionment
those lines, that instead of a difference
Land Grant. On the Vermejo, 10,000
of 900 votes between the largest and
acres more can be reached by Irrigathe smallest district, there Is to be
tion for which the water supply is
a difference of 2,320 votes or more
On
the
River
Mora
available.
alone, t.ian
the unit for a houpe district. Acthere are three fine reservoir sites
to this arrangement, the conn-ci- l
with a capacity of 00,000 acre feet. cording
districts are to be as follows:
The-- e
are a number of other streams
and Union, 4,470 votes; Taos and
with reservoir sites and ample water
Mora, 4,228 votes; Rio Arriba and San
supply at times of flood, to reclaim
thousands of additional acres. In the Juan, 3,926 votes; San Miguel, 4,884
San Miguel, Quay and GuadaPecos region fully 300,000 acres can be votes;
Sanreclaimed by storing the waters of this lupe, 6,852 votes; Santa Fe and
3.415
3,675
doval,'
votes,
Bernalillo,
It
This
well
as
tributaries.
of
river as
votes,'Valencia and McKInley, 2,150
may not always be feasible, but cervotes; Socorro and Sierra, 3,550 votes:
tainly eventually 200,000, Instead of
Grant, Luna and Dona Ana, 4,050
55,000 acres as at present, will be
votes; Otero, Lincoln and Torrance,
.
under Irrigation canals In this,
The Las Vegas, Urton, Hondo 3,552 votes; Eddy, Chaves and Rooseand Carlsbad reclalmatlon enterprise? velt, 3,035 votes. The unit for each
Is 3,584 votes.
council dis'-iare In this district.
i
Tn
111.
an
W1U1 tl.l
HUB
BUIJie I V
awui
uaiHc
Boare
like
the
rivers
Then there
which
street
has
the
apportionment,
nKn, the Kuldoso, the La Luz, tne
It will be announced soon. The housa
snal, the Nogal In Lincoln and
districts will be as follows: Colfax,
ro Counties,
the artesian areas,
2,803 votes; Union, 1,673 votes; Tao9,
areas
which
large
upon
pumping 1,887
votes; Mora, 2,341 votes; Mora
feasible for Irrigation purposes, so
and
5,144 votes; Rio Arriba, 3,.
t altogether, at least one million 081 Colfax,
votes; Rio Arriba and San Juan,
re acres must be added to the 575- 3,926 votes; San Miguel, three, 4.884
l acres
given by Professor Newell
availaWe for Irrigation by
the votes; Guadalupe and Quay. 1,968
votes; Santa Fe, 2,624 votes; Santa'
rage of flood waters, artesian wells Fe and
Sandoval, 3,775 votes; Bernaone
With
person
per
pumping.
lillo, two, 3.415 votes; Valencia, 1,587
of
a
mean
this
would
acre;
population
votes; Valencia, McKInley and Ton
a million and a half dependent upon
ranee, 2,951 votes; Socorro, 2,735
for
Nor
a
riculture
livelihood.
alone
af
Socorro and Sierra, 3,550 votes;
niust It be forgotten, that more than votes;
Grant and Luna, 2,241 votes; Dona
million acres in 'New Mexico can Ana
and Otero 3,229 votes; Grant.
Sve
reclaimed eventually by dry farm-linLuna, Dona Ana and Otero, 5,470
methods so that In comparison
votes; Lincoln and Chaves. 3,161
with Arizona, New Mexico's agriculvotes, and Lincoln, Chaves, Eddy and
tural future is bright indeed, and It
Roosevelt, 4,348 votes. The unit for
will become a veritable storehouse of
each house district is 1,792 votes. "
grain, forage and fruit for the southwest.
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the report wan made and will be settled in full In tho course of business.
It. also accuses Mr. Bursum of being
too friendly to charitable Institution?
by furnishing them with bricks at a
rebate, to the City of Santa Fe, by
furnishing it 17,000 brick for street
crossings, uiid of making good defects
or short count In material by giving
rebates, sins which at least Santa Fe
and every good business man will forgive him,-fothey ore in accordance
with the "square deal."
How easy it Is to deduce conclusions from n formidable array of figures such as In the export's report
publlsned on Sunday and which cov!
ers eighteen columns of reading

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, IflOfi,

POSITIVE PROOF.

THE PALACE HOTEL

Should

Convinte the Greatest Skeptic
In Santa Fe.
Because It's t.b evidence of a Stint
Fe citizen.
Testimony easily Investigated.
The strongest endorsement of merit
The best of proof. Read It:
Manuel B. Delgado,
county clerk,
says: "During the four or five years
1 was subject to ajincks of backache
I knew
the cause came from some
dlfilurb"d action of tho kidneys hut I
did not know how to stop it although
I tried more thnn one highly recommended medicine guaranteed to cure
such symptoms. An nltack was annoying nie just before 1 went to Ireland's Pharmacy for Bonn's Kidney
Pills. It wus perhaps not as aggravated as some lu the past, for I had
been laid up unable to work for a
week at a time. The treatment with
Doan's Kidney Pills radically disponed
of all symptoms of kidney trouble,"
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co.. BulTalo;
cents. FosterMllbiiin
New York, solo agontR for the United
States.
Remember Iho name Donn's nnd
take no other.

WILLIAM VAUQHN, Ifrfr
HF.

DIDN'T

fri

li of
fnn In
'ur HI lilrl, "
"A fellow never realities what n woman's articles of wear cost until he Is
1.00
Weekly, m month
engaged to be married," observed a
7f
Weekly, per quarter
young business man. "This fact was
Impressed on me with particular emThe New Mexican Is the oldest, ne fvspanor In New Moxioo. It is Rent io
I happened to meet on lower
phasis.
nA
In
Terrltonnn,
the
hm
'onje
every poatofnce
growing circulation
Broadway a college chum, now In busiamong the Intelligent and progressive neopie m me Southwest.
ness and In' moderate circumstances,
who has just become engaged to a nlce
That the charge of mismanagement
girl, also without an independent forcan easily bo substantiated from aptune.
parent shortcomings goes without say"'Come In here with me, Jack,' he
ing. Contractors, for instance, say that
said, stopping In front of a well known
the brick turned out at present by the
shop. 'Tomorrow Is Minnie's birthday,
penitentiary are not fit for building
and I want to get her a remembrance.'
MEET- ful occupation at tho same time. purposes. This can
COMMITTEE
REPUBLICAN
happen ovon under
" 'What Is It going to be? I asked as
Best of all, he devised and perfected the best of management but what an
ING.
we made our way in.
of employing prisoners on
methods
Territorial
for
knocker!
There
the
opportunity
Headquarters Republican
" 'Well,' he replied, 'I've sent her so
Central Committee, Santa Fe, N. public buildings and In road making. have been escapes lately, not only of
much candy and flowers and stuff of
of
would
been
task
have
This
alone
a
M August 16, 1906.
Territorial but also of United States
that sort tbnt 1 think I'll vary It with
A meeting of the members of the a life time, great enough to give fame prisoners. These occur even In the
useful this time. I've been
something
Territorial Republican Central Com- to the average man, hut Mr. Bursum best managed penal Institutions but
thinking of some nice handkerchiefs."
is
Well
not
an
do
man.
readaverage
a
to
what
chnncn for experts
OYSTERS.
mittee of New Mexico Is hereby
Bon Ton has 'em
say that
"1 agreed that handkerchiefs were
called to assemble at the Commercial ers of the New Mexican remember the penitentiary management, is grossa satisfactory possession, and
.always
he quelled a formi- ly negligent if not incompetent! But
Club in the city of Albuquerque at how
RAILROAD RATES.
we wentlod our way to the proper
dable mutiny af'.er the mutineers had after all, the true test is the cost per
10 o'clock on the morning of WednesIn order to relieve the demand for counter
and other;
day, Sept., 5, 190C, for the purpose of disabled or put to flight every one prisoner, tho earnings per prisoner, labor In Snn Francisco
i nnt to look at. women's
In California the Atchison, To-- j kerchiefs something rather nice, sulta-peltcalling and setting a day for the else, had practical possession of the the freedom from Belt enrichment of
how
he rushed from his the management with public moneys
and Santa Fe Railway puts lis ble twVi !ft,' said Jim, my companion,
meeting of the Republican convention penitentiary;
"The saleswoman produced a box of
to nominate a candidate for a delegate bed room, partly cloihed, and with and whether tho institution servos the colonists' rates to California Into ef- to the 60th Congress of the United unerring aim stretched two of the mu- end for which it was established at feet on August 27 instead of Sep- - filmy affairs about the size of the palm
States and to transact such other tineers cold upon tho ground and ov- tho least cost to the people and the (.pimhrr 15 and t'hey will continue dally of your band, with a narrow border of
lace and some kind of fancy business
to be procured. until October .'it inclusive.
business as may properly come be- erpowered the others. Ilul that was best results
a more incident in his career nnd he Of course, there must bo a strict ac,1.
M. Connell,
fore the meeting.
general passenger lu each corner.
" 'Those are neat and simple looking,'
Proxies T'lll not be recognized un- modestly disclaims any special credit counting for every cent received and agent of the Atchison. TopeUa & Sanless held by citizens of the same coun- for his heroism. Tho discipline he In- expended and for every step taken un- ta Fe Railway, has notified tigenis of suid Jim approvingly. 'How much are
ty of which tho member who gives troduced was a combination of rigid der the law or without the law, and the fact that the colonists' rates to they?'
"When the answer came, 'Twelve
firmness and humane consideration, Hon. II. O. Dursum is tho last man to the northwest, are effective this year
the proxy Is a resident.
dollars.'
Jim thought, and so did 1,
and
it
tesIs
that
well
worked
tho
such
In
for
ashed
he
this.
is
27
of
fact,
committee
of
the
from
instead
deny
September
August
Every member
that the price named was for the entire
of every prison expert who an accounting and eventually will ro-5 an( wm continue faily until De- urgently requested to be present in timony
box.
person as matters of great moment has visited the penitentiary In the oeiye It. In tho meanwhile, it. does t,)i,Pr ;n inclusive,
'"Very well, I'll take a dozen,' he
Colonists' special rates to Mexico
to the people of the Territory and to past seven years, lr. would take more not take a prophet to foretell that. Mr.
answered, with a care free lone which
Is
than
tower
the
head
will
to
at
of
Bursum
command
continue
space
&
disthe
will
Fe
via
Santa
be
the
the Republican party
Atchison, Topeka
made the saleswoman look at us a lit
Now Mexican to give a detailed ac and shoulders above his street corner
Railway are effective this year
cussed, considered and disposed of.
tie curiously.
count
of
what.
Air.
who imagine that their time; inning August T, Instead of Septem-haBursum has
H. O. BURSUM,
' 'Excuse me. but how
ninny did you
come to throw mud at n man so!)PP 15. Oonoral Passenger Agent .1.
Chairman. wrought for New Mexico's penal in
she asked.
say'''
stitution, but the above Is sufficient much bigger than they that he has if. Council hns notified agents of the
CHARLES V. SAFFORD,
"'One ilozeu. There are a (hrton In
to Indicate what manner of man he provoked their venomous envy. Long
and connecling linos of tho the box, are there not?'
ni,WA
Secretary.
is and how successful has been
well
in
oblivion
deserved
his after they are
change. Those special rates will bo in ."'Yes. sir.' returned the young wommanagement of the penitentiary. Ov Mr. Bursum will be to tho fore Injoffecl dally to October 11 inclusive, an, with an Impressed air. 'One hunMAN AND HONEST. er two years ngo, Mr. Ilursum de public affairs respected alike by foe for
A STRONG
particulars inqn're of any ngont, dred and forty four dollars, please,' she
lion. sired to bo relieved of his duties but and friend, a loyal, unselfish worker for Simla Fe.
seven
About
years ago,
said, making out the slip.
success of his man- - New Mexico and its most vital inter-- ;
H. O. Bursum, now mayor of the City tho
, po.VA.RT
"It was our 11111 to stare.
" '1 l don't understand you,' said
of Socorro, upon the earnest solicita- agement, the futility of looking for csts
gent, Santa Fe, X. M.
tion of Governor Miguel A. Otero, as- another man big enough to succeed,
Jim, , gasping.
thought you were
IN MEXICO.
NO REVOLUTION
sumed management of the territorial him and to work for the small salary
Special summer rales' ro I.os Ange quoting the price hy the dozen.'
" 'You'll hardly get linen and real
Several eastern newspapers that lea, San Francisco, and Pacific Coas
penitentiary, at what both knew, was which tell to his lot, resulted In the
a great personal sacrifice to Mr. Bur-su- retention of Mr. Bursum against 4 ills 'are evidently not well posted on the P&lnts by way of the Santa Fe Con valencleinies with those hand worked
The task that confronted the will to rear further tho fine structure political situation In tho Mexican Re-- ! tral Railway, 13. P. & S. W. Railway,' corners for n dollar apiece,' sniffed the
Southern Pacinc Railway. Mlwwouiao superciliously,
new superintendent was not. a light lor winch he had not only laid the public, nro worrying themselves about El Pnso
" 1 doQ,t kuow h:iml
ork t ron lish
information call on or address &
one; It had not only staggered but foundation hut which he had near- a revolution- which is to break out in
nrlmshnw, general passenger agent.! J myself retorted .llm crossly. But
also put to rout some very able pre- ly completed to the roof, and to the land of Montezuma nnd for whioh
1 '
for
'll "nt '!"' 10 ",av
tku,ow
T
decessors, for the Territory was poor, complete the preliminary work which the day is sot September Kith, next,
under
it
will
in
were
bad
...
.
......
make
grod
....
its finances
management
shape,
J"
...v........
f ..
j
uiiujnuj
I..l,. I'll nrA o.xmo
could not afford to spend much for the penitentiary self sustaining in tho and at times really too conservative 's preparo to fill promptly and satis-at
the
Jeweler's.'
bangle
the maintenance of a penal 'Institution near future. Certainly, Mr. Bursum a weekly paper, in a recent issue con- - faoiorily all orders for engraved visit- "When we had escaped from the
which was called upon to 'house, deserves well of the Territory nnd its tained an article in which it is very ing cards, marriage announcements,
withering glance of tho damsel behind
InWhen
ever
of
he
an
fearful
retired
people.
soriom
the
several
consequences
clothe, feed and discipline
the cottuter Jim mopped the perspiraNEW MEXICAN BARGAINS,
creasing number of Inmates, which months ago, he asked for a strict ac- which will como to American buJ-- l
tion from his brow.
had to meet and solve new problems counting, he offered to employ an ex- ness and political Interests on noHerewith are some, bargains offered
'"And then hey say modern young
move-- by the Now Mexican
almost daily and which was bound by pert to strike the balances and gave count of this revolutionary
wen are too seltish to mnrvy,' he
Com
an Immense amount of red tape em- his word that every penny found to ment. Here in New Mexico nnd onlpany: Code of OJ:l Procedure of the, P'oaned
York Press.
bodied In the Compiled Laws, "a self be hort, even though only apparently, the border where people are quite Territory of NowTMexton. 1897. sheen
opinion.
contradictory jumble of nonsense," as would be made good hy him. It. is well acquainted with the conditions of bound $1; paper hound, 75c; Missouri
a perfect right to flirt If I
several eminent members of the bar unnecessary to say that Mr. Bursum's the sister Republic, there is no ap- - Pleading forms, $.";' Missouri Code! Tess-I'- ve
ot to.
;
called it at a Tecent meeting of the word goes farther with business men prehension of the kind feared by Har-- Pleadings, $S; the two
Adapt Jess- -1
know, but tu.we are some
and and bankers today than does the oath per's Weekly, as well as by other east- ed to New Mexico Code, 1,9 ws of New
New Mexico Bar Association,
a compilation whioh has been disre- of the average man backed by a doz- ern newspaper, that are now worry Mexico, 1R99, 1901. and 1903, English people who don't approve of that sort
01
ing.
garded systematically by governors en strong endorsements. (No one who ing themselves almost to death over leather. $3; 1905 English and Spanish
Tess Yes, and there are some other
and
to
full
to
tax
not
the
situation.
need
knows
ever
will
$2.25;
or
ever
Spanish
doubted
new
go
pamphlet,
him,
They
apportionments
making
don't" approve of the people
collectors rebating taxes out. of their doubt, the personal honesty of Hon. pieces, but can well afford to recover Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather $.r0; people who
from tho scare and a sumo the even Sheriff's
Flexible
Cover
Pocket who don't approve of lain sort or
commissions, falling to collect penal H. O. Bursum.
Press.
two
tenor of their may. Porflrio Riaz, Docket,
rr
$1.25:
Blngln,
ties or compromising delinquent tax
Oespite those facts it caused no
more
$1 each; New Mexico Su
books,
the
ident
of
the
has
dual
or
pre
municipal surprise when it was announced that
Republic,
es,
mayors holding
The Silent Mesgiige.
Nns. 3 to .10, In
positions. The affairs of the penitenr a rigid examination of the peniten- boen ruler of its destinies for many prome Court Reports,
"What kind of a time is Jack having
delivered
at
publisher's price, on his
tiary when Mr. Bursum assumed tiary management had been inaugurat- years and next to Emperor FranclB elusive,
trip ncrnss the Atlantic?"
In
moribund ed. This examination was to cover Joseph, of Austria, is the man long- $M0 each; Compilation Corporation
a
were
charge,
"Awful."
Laws.
Laws,
"5c;
Mining
Compilation
-.
in
in
est
no
as
service
head
were
the
Mthere
position
ap only
condition;
Bursum's term of office al"How do you know?"
the though it should have gone to the be- of a republic or monarchy alive. He 50o; Money's Digest of New Mexico
convicts'
earnings;
preolable
"He promised to seud me a wireless
full
$fi.50,
delivered;
Reports,
sheep,
were huddled
convicts
together ginning. Mr. Bursum was not asked to has the firmest possible hold upon the
every six hours unless he was too sick
full
school
list
blanks.
the
in unsanitary
to hold his head up, and I haven't heard
cells;
discip be presept or to have a representative people and upon the administration.
line was lax and conditions all around while the books were gone over, a Indeed, he has formed the present
from him since he left New York liar
T0 CLOUDCROFT.
old age, he is still
showed that, unless a master hand privilege universally
bor," Detroit Free Press.
granted the government. In his
A Summer Resort in Our Own
took hold, cut loose from red tape and meanest
embezzler. No strong and virile enough to use the
Best lie I011I1I Do.
iron hand to put. down!
,tory
introduced reforms by main force, that demand was made of Mr. Bursum to
,
l"
f'r rc Eva I saw Charlie Cogger yesterday.
clng 3
there would be a disgraceful collapse make good any shortages nov wore any uprising by revolutionists who
September 2!)th, 1906, the Santa
lildnu You don't sny. And did he tip
of the penal system of the Territory his bondsmen approached upon the have nothing but the destruction
Fe Central Railway, in connection his hat?
and another Incident that would prove subject. The penitentiary commission the country as their aim for their
with tho E. P. & S. VV. Railway will
Eva No, lie wagged his foot.
to the outside world that New Mexico ers, who are primarily responsible for own
personal aggrandizement and 6e.ll round
trip tickets at the low rate
his foot? Why. that
was not fit. to govern Itself.
an accounting, wero not present and gain, The Mexican army, is better of
$l'l.5. For advertising matter de- Is a strange way to greet a lady.
What a magnificent,
change has tho report instead of being directed organized than ever in the history of scriptive of C'loiidcrott, call on or adEva Well, you see the poor fellow
the country; it is also better officered
been brought about in the Institution against, them, was solely and prima-il- y
dress S. B. Orlmshnw, flpneral Pas- was under his automobile mending a
to
truer
and
the
than
government
any
seven
Mr.
was
these
directed
Bursum. It
years! According
against
during
break. Chicago News. Railroads now traverse senger Agent.
to the report of an expert just made intimated to him, though without au- before it.
Mexico in many directions and troops
public In an Albuquerque Sunday pa- thority, no doubt, that if ho agreed to
Evading the Quotlon.
can be moved speedily and rapidly
"Have you ever put aside anything
per, the convicts' earnings have in certain political propositions, the inin
for a rainy day?"
creased from $3,245.93 in the fiftieth vestigation would bo dropped. In the to put down pronunciamentos
fiscal year to $32,448.87 in the 57th meanwhile Mr. Bursum found that In short order and ver? effectively. The
"Mister," answered the native, "we
don't have to worry about rain In this
fiscal year, an Increase of one thou making a final settlement, through no lives of revolutionists are of no more
part of the country. What we're afraid
sand per cent. Nor doe3 this expert mistake of his, ho had been credited consequence today in Mexico than
of Is droughts." Washington Star.
mention the hundred thousand and with something like $1,700 which they were twenty, thirty and forty
years ago and in those days when
more bricks and labor the latter furn should have been credited to his
LOCAL TIME TABLE.
nutlntroiihcd f nitomer.
He at once made good, al- caught with arms against tho govished free or at cost to territorial instiArrive.
tutions such as the Blind Asylum, the though agoinst. the advice of his ernment there was a .speedy drum- No. 721
...12:01 p. m.
Deaf and Dumb Asylum, the Capitol, friends who told him that he would head courtmartial and a speedy exe- No. 72
in
cution
an
of
iront
adobe
wall
:15p.m.
and
thus
discredit
himself. The answer was
a material saving to the Territory, in
No. 725....
.11:30 p. m.
some cases amounting to fifty per characteristic of the man. He said: that was the end In most cases. The
ICth of September 13 not far off and
Depart.
cent of the cost of construction. Nor "When I find myself in tho wrong, I
10:00 a. m.
the New Mexican believes that, it will No. 720
does he mention, except to condemn, lose no time to right the wrong, no
No. 722
4:20 p. m.
,
either
pass
by,
or
very
with
quietly
matter
what
the personal consequenthe furnishing at cost or at reduction,
No. 724
8:50 p. ro.
o
If
mo-slight
Tho
disturbance,
any.
of brick to the Santa Fe Central High ces. Right must prevail!"
No. 722 connects wi h No. 1 west.
the more prosperity, the
'School and for other improvements in
Two weeks ago, the street corners railroads,
No. 724 connects with No. 7 west
Santa Fe, Including 17,000 brick for knew not. only the nature of the forth- more education in Mexico tho smaller
No. 1 stops at all stations.
tho
chances
for
successful
rebellions.
Chris-Macrossings, to the Young Men's
coming report, but discussed its detail The
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
of
that
people
country
Association at Las Vegas, to the from the Ponovan incident to the open
to Albuquerque to discharge passeti-TerSisters of Loretto and other charit- accounts owed by individuals and busi- enjoy one of the most liberal and
from Santa Fe.
progressive administrations
of any
able and
Institutions. At ness firms to the penitentiary.
The
G. H. DONART,
The
Influx
country.
same
the
time, this report shows that Daily New Mexican expressed a
of capital tj great.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Agent,
J
Manufacturing
last year, the cost of maintaining the
to publish the report but this
has attained
Village Barber (to summer visitor)
City Ticket Office, traton Blk east
splendid proportions
penitentiary was only 90 cents per We denied it and arrangements were within
Last year we had a cabinet minister
recent years; peace and har- tide PI?.a. huh! Fe. New Mexico.
day per prisoner, this including the made to publish the report first In an
staying here, and I shaved him several
mony neve known before the Diaz
cost of constructing the Scenic High- Albuquerque Sunday paper.
times. Look here, nnd you will see
.administration exist and there seems
way, of permanent Improvements, of
the marks of his blood on this chair.
to be every good reason to believe
As to the report:
MexiThe
New
management and of all incidental ex- can's
Meggendorfer Blatter,
space at this time does not per- that this condition of affairs will ein.
penses. Is there any other penal In- mit its discussion In
detail, but sifted 'tinue for tima to come. The Mexican
stitution In the United States that can down
Jnt Like Woman,
it amounts to this: Mr. Bursum, iiation is advancing at rapid strides
The Man 1 am surprised to see you
make as good a showing? Quoting
first last, and all the time of fcnd Indeed its nrouress is astonish.
mindful,
from the same report, the earnings
reading a historical novel. Don't you
the good of the penitentiary, the Ter- mg to Americans." who have studied
And it rather dull?
of convicts last year were over $130
he history of tho country and of its
and the people, mot emergencies
ritory
The MaidOh, no. You see, there Is
per convict, this Including the sick,
as
arose
therefore
It would be a sorry day ;
eople.
they
and,
so much In it one.can skip. Columbus
the disabled, the weak, the obstre- decisively
to
at times did not adhere rigidly
the leed for the people of the. souther- -.
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MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Purely a Mutual

Insurance Company.
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Rational Surety

JIcw York

Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates,
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.
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SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO
LACOME & GABlyg, Proprietors.
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American and European Plan. Commodious hnmple Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rent.

M
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Co?onac(o Hotel
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LUPE HERRERA, PROPRIETOR,
. Of the Coronado Restaurant,
Will Do His Own Cooking From This On.
The Coronado is the place where you get the best 25 cent
meal in the City. First Class Short Order. Service a la
Carte. Try us. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
FURNISHED ROOMS' IN CONNECTION.
222 San Francisco St.
South Side PJwa.
G.
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LUPF HERPf RA. Proprietor.
SAKTA FE, KKW MEXICO.

SAJVTA

fE

SApiTAnNUH

Modern Scientilic Methods for Treatment of Disease.
TENT

COTTAGES

FOR

THE

CURE

OF

TUBERCULOSIS

PerDiet and treatment as approved hy lending medical authorities,
sonal study and attention given each case. Separate hospital for fevvr
nnd other patients.
For further particulars nddress,

IDtt. J. H. &I.OAN, Medical Director, SANTA TE, N. M.
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Fine Wines, Liquorsand cigars.
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

SANTA fE, N. M.
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ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.
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Dudfow'i Office Btfildin.
Day TdepMM 35.
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THE
ROS WELL AND TORRANCE

Atftomolbil e
MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY

any-war-

typewriter

The ahort line between Santa P.,
Albuquerque and all points of Central
and Western New Mezlcs and Roswell
ind the Pecos Valley, saving passengers and mills at least 24 hours in
time In making these points; also connecting at Torrance with the Rock Island system for all points east am
vest.

Corn-pan-

-

Ik

KaLB.Haaa.X.ix.J
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J. W.

Leave Torrance for Roswell dally at
arrive at Roswell at 12 noon.
Leave loswell for Torrance dally at
at 1 p. m arrive at Torrance at 10 p.
m. This la the schedule time allowed
for carrying the mall, but under favor
able conditions, the trip Is made In
about half the time. Grips and hand
sachels carried, but cannot handle
trunks at present.
,

4 a. m.,

STOCKARD, Manager', fcoiwelf, New ttixlc
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Tht oldeit banking Inatltutlon
RUFU8 J. PALEN, Prtaldant.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice Preildent.

In 1170.

H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
ALFRED H. BRODHEAO,

Bursitis anil Undlvl 'Ml PtoAta

Capital SH0.MS.

Colfax County.
During the past week a number ot
cars of horses have stopped In Raton
for feed end rest. A great many
horses are going east from New Mexico, and Oklahoma and Indian Territory are furnishing a market for
many range horses and 'they are ready
sellers among the farmers and cattlemen. T. J. Reese was in Raton wl'tih
a car of range ihorses, which he Is
shipping from Doming to Tulsa, Indian
Territory, where he will place t'hem
on the market. J. W. Bishop also had
a car of horses and range ponies purchased at Demlng which he will market In the same locality in the Indian
Territory. O. F. Laskey was In Ra
ton with three oars of American
horses and Indian ponies mixed which
he la taking from Gallup to Alva, Oklahoma, for market. C. F. Hunt, for
merly of Raton and a brother of
James Hunt, of that city, was in Raton Monday with a oar load of fine
drivers and saddlers which he Is tak
ing to the City of Mexico for market.
Allen Hallns and wife returned to
Ruton Wednesday from a four months'
visit to their former home In old
England. It was their first visit since
they left there over a quarter of a
century ago and of course they
visiting scones of their youth.
They were accompanied home by L.
Edmunds, who intends to settle at
Raton and In due time become n citizen of the United Staes.
W. W. Givens, of the firm of Givens
& Jackson,
butchers, of Raton, has
purchased the ranch property of Richard McMlchoel, adjoining that city, on
the northeast. The ranch comprises a
little less than 54 acres and If the
town continues Its growth, it will be
very valuable as a townslte.
Mr.
Givens and his father, J. R. Givens,
intend taking up t'heir residence on
the ranch very soon. The considera
tion of the salo has not. been mnde

JOHN

Assistant

Caihler.

6S.I

loans
Tranaacta a general banking bualnati In all Ita branch.'
on all kind of personal and
tionay on the moat favorable terms
lacurlty. Buy and aell bond and atocka In all market for
It customer. Buy ano aell dameetio and foreign exchange and
bi. t.uaranhln tranafera of monav to all arte of the olvlllied
world on a liberal term aa are Iven by any
agency, aubllo or private. Interest allowed on time deposit at the
rat of three par cent per annum, on a six month' or year' term.
Liberal advance made on oondanrtiont of live atock and products.
all order of it patrons In the banking line, and
The bank .,- -..
elm to extend to them ae liberal treatment In all reapecte, aa le eoneletent with aft) and the principles of sound banking. Safety D.
eo- poelt boxes for ret.t The patronage of the public la respectfully
lir,t
col-Ur-
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INSTITUTE

MKXlt'D.

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NBW MEXICO
Established and Supported by the Territory.
EIGHT filVN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
Coliegat.

plete;

d

modern and comall conveniences.
Session la
S350 par session.

Now buildings, .all furnishings and equipment

steam-heate-

baths,

,

electric-lighted-

water-work-

TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY,

hree terms of thirteen weeks each.
ROSWELL Is a noted health reaort, 3,700 feet above sea level;
Sunshine every
September to June.
REGENTS Nathan HfT.k, W. M Reed, W. M. Atklnwn,
day-frnt-

Flnlsy aud E. A. Cahoon
For particulars adUrntt

gQL, J, W. WIII&CH,

0J0 CALIEJiTE

V

WILLARD

NEW MEXICO
HAPPENINGS
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Supl.

HOT SPRIflGS.

These Celebisted Hot Spring are tLsse waters t as been thoroughly test
ed by tho miraculous cure attested to
located In the midst ot the Ancient In the
following diseases: Paralysis.
west
mile
Jllff Dwellers, twenty-fivRheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa Malaria, Bright' Disease ot the Kid
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Altec
Fe, an about twelve xnllea from
Grippe, al)
Station on the Denver and Rio tlonu, Scrofula, Catarrh,
3rande Railway, from which point a Femal Complaints, etc., etc. Board
and bathing $2.50 per day; tit
Jally Una of stages runs to the springs. longing
Is per week; $50 per month, Stage meets
The temperature ol these water
from 30 to 122 degrees. The gases are Denvur fains and waits for Santa Ft
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 cet. Climate train upon request. This resort ii at
the year tractive at all seasons and is open all
very dry and delightful
winter. Passengers fo' OJo Callentt
commodious
a
now
e
round.
The:
hotel for ths convenience of Invalids can lnve Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and
1
same
and tourism. These waters contain reach OJo Calieute at .. m. the
round trip from Santt
1.SSC24 grains of alkaline salt to the day. Fare for
Fe to OJo Callente, $7.40 For furthei
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
address
Springs 1n the world. The efficacy ot particulars,

public.

WATER WILL MAKE IT FAMOUS.
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WHlard has already made

a

most phenomenal growth ami the price

Foster Bryner, Peoria, 111.; 4:45, meeting of the executive committee.
Wednesday Evening. 7:45, Praise
Service, led by Allan McCord, Santa
Fe; Scripture reading and prayer,
Uey. J. L. Shlvoly, Santa Fe; music;
8:00, annual address of the president,
Hon. John R. McFio, Santa Fe; an
nouncement of committees;
paper,
"The Home Department," Mrs. W. II.
Worth, Albuquerque; music; 8:40,
"The Successful Teacher," Mrs,

I

The town site la owned by

Pre.

Santa Fe Central Rail'y

Cha-mit-

t--

1

"

H

DevotionThursday Morning. 9:1
al Service, led by Professor
J. A.
Wood, Santa Fe; music; 9:30, report
of Secretary, F. W. Spencer,
Albuquerque; report of treasurer, C. Her-

US

bert Appleton, Albuquerque; report
of primary superintendent, Mrs. Ida
E. Shields, Jemez Springs; open discussion and remarks; 10:30, music:
"The
roundtablc,
Sunday School
Toucher," Professor Hiram Hudley,
Santa Fe; 11:00, address, "The Sun- dny School and the Church," Rev. J.
W. McKean, Santa Fe.
Thursday Afternoon. 2:30, Praise
Service, led by Allan McCord, Santa
Fe; 2:45, ronndtable, "The Sunday
School Superintendent," C. L. Bishop,
Santa Fc; 3:00, Paper, Miss Maud E.
iMicFie, Santa Fe;
music; 3:15, ad
dress, "Practical Plans for New Mexi
co," Mrs. Bryner; 4:00, report of
committee and election of offi-

a

Ree-we-

g

ce

FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR 8ALE.
One of the beat fruit ranches In
northern Santa Fe County, about twenPalace.
Effective Monday, February 26, 1906. ty miles from this city, is for sale,
Samuel SWodt, wife and son,
at a bargain. For particular! apply to
North Bound Max. Frost, Bos No. C.-W. T. Radcllffe, Detroit; W. F. South Bound
Saat Fe,
New Mexico.
Pierce, Denver; W. E. Glllham, Den- No t Ml
Statiunt.
Altl llo I
ver; I. J. Vaugnan, New Roads, La.;
M p uL,v....aaut Ke...Arr 7,000 4,2U
Mr. and Mrs. V. L. Bean and daughCalling caras, business and note par
'M p
8:
....Dounotau .. " 6,W 4 0j p
ter, Duhith; Elmer E. Veeder, Us 2..0 p i; '" ...VegB blunca.. " t),4UU 3 & P per, envelopes and legal blanks
2 A p ti
Keuued'.... " e.iJW) a. 10 p specialties of the New Mexican Print-Vegas; C. J Jones, Pueblo: Robert 2.M P ?i "
"
2.M) p
(.lurk
'
40 p 41
" 8,370 2.10 p ing Company.
Mail orders
!Staiily
J, Taupert, D. J. Herron, East Las
given
' ...
"
6.ZH0
4.10 p
...
1.J5
.Murmny
Vegns; A. E. Barringer, Chicago: 4.3.1 p HI " .....tuoliitoita. .. " 8.17!) i. HI pp prompt attention.
A. Oft p 0i " .... fc.rmioiu.. .. " 8,140 12 15 P
George E. Brewer, Albuquerque.
6.:W p 81 "
Wlllnrd.... " 8,125 It.
Claire.
" 8,21u 10M a
8. Ml p tii " ....Hroxrwitu...
" 6,28 lu 30
"
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
7.
W
in
W.
Itiuwta
.1. A. Mucauley,
p
San Francisco;
8.15 p 118 Arr....Torraiie..Lre
8,47b t.M e
A. Brown, Cerrillos; J. R. McCollum,
.
ATTORfEYS-ATLAWSerantou, Pennsylvania; T. P. Martin
Connecting ot Santa Fe, N. M., with
and son, L. S. Myers, Taos; Arthur the Denver & Kin Grande Railroad for
MAX. FR03T.
Judoll, Kansas City; F. Hubbell, Lin- all points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
coln; N. Ortiz, Corona; H. B. Wiley, Montana, Washington, and the Great
Attorney at law.
Santa Fe
Silverton; Olin Puelen, L. H. Cheney, Northwest.
New Mexico,
C. M. Cornett, R. A. Sylvester, Moate
Connecting at Torrance for all
C.
James
Burke, Chicago; points east and west with Golden State
RICHARD H. HANNA.
Vista, Colo.;
Adolph DuBac, Taos; W. R. Forbes, Limited trains Nob. 43 and 44. PullAttorneys at Law.
Phone 66.
Albuquerque; S. W. Everman, Den- man berilm retterved by wire.
Office, Griffin Blk.
ver; H. F. Horn, Los Angeles; Mr,
For rauie and information address
and Mrs. Eugenlo Romero, Las Ve
3. B. GRIMSHAW,
W. PRICHARD,
gas; George W. Terpening and famGeneral Passenger Agent. Santa Fe.
Attorney and Couneelor at Law.
ily, Kansas City; D. J. Leahy, Las Ve
Practices In all the District Courts
To and From Roe well.
gas; R. B. Davis, Chicago; Granville
Connection made with Automobile and gives special attention to cases
Pendleton, Aztec; H. L. Rood, Denver; Line at Torrance for Rosweil dally. before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Charles A. Stevens, Edward Gillespie, Automobile leaves Torrance for
Office, Capitol Bid?., Santa Fe, N. M.
David Gillespie, Springer; Ell Brownat 4 a. in. and arrives at Rosweil
ing, E, S. Browning, West Branch, la.; at 12 noon. Automobile leaves RosBENJAMIN M. READ,
Pedro F. Salazar, Espunola; Charles weil for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
Attorney at law.
E. Dagnette, Albuquerque; J. H. K;rk-lan- at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare beSaata Fe,
New Mexico.
Phoenix; Dr. W. Culver, Den- tween Santa Fe and Torrance is $6.65 Office, Sena Blk.
Palace Are.
ver; Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Turrell, and between Torrance and Rosweil
on
Tucson, Arizona.
automobile
Reserve seats
$10.
by
CHA3. A. LAW,
Normandie.
wire.
J. W. STOCKARD,
Attorney-at-Law- .
J. E. Napier, Las Vegas: Jose Or
Manager Automobile Linn. TJ. 8. Land
Office Practice, a Specialty.
tiz y Pino, Galistco; Mr. and Mrs.
New Mexico.
Clayton,
Lellch, Alamosa; Francisco Lopez,
Oysters stewed, fried, any old way,
Parkview; D. W. Tice, Thomas Fuech-er- ,
at the Bon Ton.
F. H. Roberts, J. C. Carson,
George Spence.
N. 8. Rosa.
8PENCE A R08E.
J. R. Berry,. Taos; H. N. allIts
is
The public
appreciashowing
Attorneys.
ien, Estancia; J. P. Lyon, Jose Ma.
sent Land, Mining and
Mascarenos, Embudo; J. Hill, Albu- tion ot the attractive circulars
Corporation Law.
Specialities, Notary In Office.
querque; J. J. Walton, Cerrlllos; H. out by the New Mexican Printing
Company, in regard to rubber stamps, Estancia.
New Mexico.
L. Murdock, Torrance; Clement
Capltan; Ambrose Warier,
WILLIAM H. H LLEWELLYN,
Owensboro, Kentucky; C. F. Krane,
Largest and best equipped Bindery
Denver; Juan Martinez, Embudo; Si- In the Southwest.
Attorney at law.
mon Rodriguez, Flagstaff;
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
James
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
District Attorney tor Dona Ant;
Leese, Espanola; Ignacio Baca, Ciena-ga- ;
Mrs, Claude D. Burns, La Junta.
You can get some bargains in the Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra CounCoronado.
real estate line right now by calling ties, Third Judicial District
Pedro Ortiz, Manuel A. M. Gallegos, on the reliable real estate dealers,
Mora; F. C. Lasbornos, Kansas;
Hughes & Dolgado. Office west side
A. W. POLLARD,
Torres, Progreso; Pedro Lucero, ot Plaza.
Attorney at law.
Plnos Wells; Matlo Luna, Custlno
District Attorney, Luna County.
MexNew
Subscribe for the Dally
Chavez, Wlllard; Fred J. Yahn, Jef. . New Mexico,
Demlnt
ferson, Wisconsin; R. C. Goodrich, ican and get the news.
Lamy.
J.
Bos ham.
a.
Wade.

rs.

Praise
Thursday Evening. 7: 15,
Service, led by Allan McCord, Santa
Fe; Scripture
reading and prayer,
W. H. Kennedy, Santa Fe; music;
8:00, unfinished business, reports of
committees; paper, "Public School
Grading as Applied to the Sunday
School," Miss Ella E. Miller, Santa
Fo: music; address, "Signs of Promise," Mrs. Bryner; adjournment.
Officers of Association.
President, Hon. John R. MeFie,
Sunta Fe; vice president, Professor
Hiram Hadley, Santa Fe; secretary,
F. W. Spencer, Albuquerque; treasurer, C. Herbert Aloton, Albuquer-

High-towe-

que.

International committeeman, F. W.
Spencer. Albuquerque.
Visiting delegate from the Interna
tlonal Sunday School Association,
Mrs. Mary Foster Bryner, Field Work
er, Peoria, Illinois.

Mar-carl- o

Lion Had the Toothache.
"King Edward," tho famous lion
with the
3hows, has quit
a history. He Is a real African lion,
and one of tho few lions on exhibition
that was actually born in the jungle,
and instead of being secured while a
full
cub was captured when almost
grown after a desperate battle with
There is something
native hunters.
of the lordly freedom
of the wild
beasta in King Edward's walk and
manner, while his great size and
beauty of hie head and mane make
him partcularly
interesting to the
students and artists, and ho has had
enough photographs taken of him by
s
to paper the biggest house
Sells-Flot-

slght-seer-

in town.

"Would ho hurt anybody?" inquired an amatuer zoological student, with
one foot In the air ready to run, "Oh,
I don't know. That depends. Maybe
it wouldn't be a good thing for a
stranger to go Into his cage. He would

likely resent that as an Intrusion on
his privacy," replied the keeper. "But
he would never make any row If I
was to go to sleep In his den. The
only time I ever had any trouble with
Edward was last season on the road.
One day I noticed he ..ad suddenly
He
developed a cranky disposition.
even resented my going into his cage,
so I was at a loss what to do, so I
called the doctor with tho show.
"Why he has a slight toothache,"
said the doctor after examining him.
"You would naturally think the King
would object to anybody fooling around
his jaws, but he seemed to know the
doctor was there to help him, so after
the medicine man cleaned out the
cavity In ono big tooth and sprayed a
PROGRAM SUNDAY
little antiseptic solution Into It and
plugged up the hole with a fist full
SCHOOL CONVENTION of
amalgum, lie never whimpered and
kept his mouth wide open without the
Annual
in
Sixth
Which Will Meet
slightest urging. The next day he was
Session at Santa Fe, Wednesday
all right, and has never had an ache
and Thureday, This Week.
since, so far a? I have been able to
discover," as will be seen at the
shows whon the menagerie Is on
and Thursday of
On Wednesday
this week, the sixth annual conven- exhibition, all the animali are kept In
tion of the New Mexico Sunday prime condition, The date set for
Santa Fe is September 13. .:
School convention, will be in session
In the Capital City and Mrs. Mary
Foster Bryner of Peoria; Illinois, one
How's This?
We Offer nn Hundred Dollari Reward for
of the best known field workers of tne
case
of
Catarrh that can unt be cured by
National Association will be among auy
Holl't Catarrh Cure.
F. t. CHENRT A CO., Toledo, O.
the speakers. 'The New Mexico orWe, the
have known F. J.
ganization Is nn auxiliary to the Na- Cheney (or undersigned,
the l at IB yean, and believe him
tional Association. Following Is the p. rtetitly honorable In all builuem
able to carry out any
program for the session In this city, obligation! financially
made by thli Arm.
which will be attended by a large,
Waldinq, Rmn kAMbvim,
Wholeaale
Toledo, 0.
number of delegates and others in
!
Rall'i Catarrh CureDrufgltti,
taken Internally,
aotlnir
directly
upon the blood and mueoui
terested in Jie work:
urfaeH of the ayitem. TenlmouieJa lent
free Price 7A oenti
Convention Program.
per bottle. Sold by all
Druniita.
DevoHonal
Take Hall't Family Pllli for eonttlpatton.
Wednesday Afternoon.
service, led by Rev. George F- SePLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
vier, Santa Fe; 3:00, convention called
to order by president; enrollment of
Why Is it that the firm ot Hughes ft
delegates and visitors; 3:30, music; Delgado are making a success ot the
address of welcome, Professor William real estate business? It Is because this
E. Garrison, Santa Fe; response, C. firm Is reliable and
any property
Herbert
Appleton,
Albuquerque; placed In their hands will be looked
music; 4:00, address, "Spokes of the after In a businesslike manner. Office
Sunday School Wheel," Mrs. Mary west of Plaza,
-

will soon advance. Better come now.

WILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vice
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer.

HOTEL ARRIVALS,

Bryner.

!"

v';.;.;;,

com-

Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estancia, New Mexico.
Carl A. Dalies, Manager of Tho John Becker Co. Stores at Wlllard, has charge of the sale of lots in the absence of Mr. Corbett.

trantae-tlpinan-

3

ot lots

JOHN BECKER, Pree. and Gen. Mgr.
WM. R. BERQER, Secretary.

i

machines break down
MANY writing
their vouth. but Remingtons
have tough constitutions and, no mat- ter now nara me wont mvy uv, mey
are sure to reach a hale and vigorous
- ,;vJi;:
old age.

The

WILLARD TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

Sells-Flot-

i

as the flock Island.

A WORD TO THE WISE INVESTOR IS SUFFICIENT

i

Bar-snc-

at Wlllard and pump water as tar east
tnd adjoining the town site and is negotiating far forty acres more.
.nany will sink fourteen deep wella

A. T. & S. F. Railroad

pany has bought twenty acres

Otero County.
On the third level of the Lucky
mine, near Orogrande, a big vein was
cut last week. In a drift ninety feet
long. At the point where It was brok
en Into, the vein is solid sulphide and
the same Is very heavy. It Is said
that this strike Is the most important
In the hustling little camp, since active
operations began there not a year ago.
Pipe for the Orogrande water sys
tem la arriving and work will begin
at once laying the mains and making
connections. I). C. Thayor, or Orogrande, has the contract. Fire plugs
are to be installed and a fire depart
ment of volunteers will be organized.
Last Friday afternoon, excursionists
to Orogrande witnessed a riding and
bronco busting contest which was any
thing but a fake. One Jim Kennedy,
by name, a stranger in the camp, carOjo Calient e. Taos County, N. M. ried off the honors after the cowboys
had given up trying to ride an eight
year old outlaw horse. Kennedy rode
the animal until the latter hadn't, a
light loft in him, and departed $50
ahead of the game, that sum being
awarded him by the judges for first
prize.
FmukW ttnwi.
Sf B
A shunting engine did some tall
stunts leaving Brice last Thursday. A
slight rain had mad the rails wot, and
the engine started down the grade
at a clip, that made her slip and slide
and dance around tho curves at so
alarming a rate that mother earth
Blanket, Saekcta, Rag, Wa, Feetehr and Line Strewn wvt
R looked good to the fireman, who made
Garte end Other Oam.
0ate, T re
the flying leap for ,ife. The engineer
T
Have Mm Peat of IverytttM k m Une.
UK M4TT0:
soon got the engine under control, and
picked up his mate.
The offices of the New Mexico Land
and .Developing Company, have been
moved from St, Joseph to Orogrande.
MANUFACTURER OF
All the books and furniture of the comDEALER IN
pany have been installed In the office
exican Filigree
a scene
thoro, and the place
Watches, Clacts.
of the greatest activity.
Lat week,
the annual meeting of the company
aid Hand Painted China- was held, at which practically all of
the outstanding stock was represented,
Id- Niuaho
a
and
and
Watches
Wrk
Fine
Jewelry
ling
Spaelalty.
Kepalrnf
and all votes oast were unanimous In
nr.
aart
Wholesale
Retail.
illan Goods.
Filigree
favor of the plana for pushing and
West Side Plaza. Santa Fe. N. M.
developing the company for the enduing year.
The Colorado Fuel and Iron Company has contracted for 300 tons of
iron ore daily, to b'e shipped from Orogrande mines.
DEALER IN
Last Tuesday night the stockholders
of the new Smelter
and Merchants
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
hank at Orogrande, mot, and elected
Imported and Native Wics for Family Uae.
directors for the first year, as follows:
OUR SPECIALTIES Old Crow, McBrayer
R. G. Mulled, F. R. Scheel W. Divan,
Qck ttheimer Ryf, Tiylor and Paxtott, Old
J. O. Hohl and M. A. Glenson.
The
stocknolders Instructed Mr. F. R.
Jordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Whiskies.
Scheel, the president, to purchase a
SAN FRANCISCO STREET, SANTA
fireproof vault, burglar proof safe, and
safety deposit boxes, together with
oanklng fixtures, and to commence at
once the construction of a cement
block, fireproof building. The building
is to have cement floors and metal
ceiling. V Is expected that the financial institution will throw open Its
doors, for business, October 1.
e
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THE BEAUTIFUL
ESPANOLA VALLEY

tt

ONHAM A WADE,

a

Attorneys at Liv..
Practice in the Supreme and District Courts ot the Territory, in the
Finest Possible Conditions for Fruit Probate Court! and before the U. S.
Raising Abundance of Water.
Surveyor Generals and U. 8. Land
The Espanola Valley of the Rio Officers.
Cruces, N. M.
Grande beginning twenty miles north
E. C. ABBOTT,
north
of Santa Fe and extending
Attorney at law.
miles to Embudo is per
twenty-fivPractices !n the District and 8u
haps the greatest irrigated valley In
No other valley has a preme Courts. Prompt and careful atNew Mexico.
better climate, soil, variety ot pro- tention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Counties
ducts or more abundant supply of
of Santa re, Rio Arriba, Taos and Ban
water for irrigation. The soil in this
Juan. Santa re. New Mexico.
valley Is free from alkali, cold, Stormy
winters or excessively not summers;
A. B. RENEHAN,
It Is shut In by high mountains and
Practices In the Supreme and Dis
as a fruit district the conditions are
almost perfect. Thousands ot acres trict Courts; Mlnning and Land Law
Sena BlAg.,
lie uncultivated and eighty per cent a Specialty. Rooms
of the waters ot the great Rio Grande Palace Are., Santa Fe, N. M.
roll by unused. Home seekers are
CHA8. F. EASLEY,
settling here rapidly and more are
(Late Surveyor General.)
welcomed to help make this beautiful
of
Liner
(good
naturedly)
Captain
Attorney at law.
valley the best in the Rockies.
Waiting for the moon to come up, en?
Santa re New Mexico.
In
For
further
me!
Has that got
Sufferer Oh, dear
particulars
general, Lud and
a Spedarty.
Business
Mining
to come op too? Tatler.
prices ot bearing orchards, Improved
and unimproved lands, etc., address
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Aaother Matter.
Roscoe C. Bonney, real estate and ImAt the end of a day's journey a trav- migration agent,
Attorney at law.
New MexEspanola,
District Attorney tor Second Judicial
eler In the far west stopped for the
ico, '
District
night at a small farm. As be sat
on t'.e doorstep with bis host a troop
Practice! In the District Court an
EXCURSION
SUMMER
RATES.
of children began playing about them.
the Supreme Court ot the Territory;
"These children all youre?" Inquired
By way of the Santa Fe Central, E. also before the United States Supreme
the traveler.
P. & S. W. and Rock Island system to Court In Washington.
"Yes."
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
points in Illinois, Kansaa, Michigan,
"How manyV
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, South
"Let's see," and the farmer hesitat- Dakota, North Dakota, Wisconsin, Wy08TEOPATHY.
ingly began counting them up on his oming and to Memphis, Tennessee.
lingers.
Dates ot sale June 9th to 16th, July
DR. CHARLE8 A. WHEEl.ON,
Just then a flock ot sheep came into 1st to 10th, good for return passage
Tlew.
Osteopath.
until October 31st.
No. 10S Palace Ave.
"Yours?" asked the traveler.
On these excursions, rates to Chi"Yes."
treats acute and chronlo
cago for round trip will be $48.35. St Successfully
"How many?"
diseases without drugs or medicines.
MemKansas
Louis
$35.85.
$43.35,
City
"
was
"Five hundred and
No charge tor Consultation,
$45.50. For further infor
the Instant response. Cassell's Journal. phis, Tenn., on S. B.
m., M p. m.
Phone 15(.
mation, call
Grlmshaw, gene; (lours:
al
agent.
passenger
Evidence Avalnat It.
MINING ENGINEERS.
"The Society Record printed some
What's at the Bon Ton? Best oysvery flattering notes about me yesterCONY T. BROWN,
ters In the city.
day," began Miss Vane.
i
Mining Engineer.
"Yes," replied Miss Cbellus, "but
wasn't It hateful of the editor to go and
As a dressing for sores, bruises and Secretary and Treasurer New Mexico
School of Mines.
spoil It all the way he did?"
burns, Chamberlain's Salve Is all that
New Mexico.
"Spoil It! Why, be said 1 was a can be desired.
It Is soothing and Socorro,
beautiful belle of the younger set, heaung In Its effect. Price 25 cents
and-"CIVIL ENG'RS AND PURVEYORS.
For sale bv all druggists.
"Yes, and then he put your picture
right under It." Catholic Standard and
CORBET & 8MYTHE.
The laxative effect of Chamberlain's
Times.
Civil, Mining and Hydraulic
Stomach and Liver Tablets
Is so
Engineers.
A Parthlaa Skat.
agreeable and s- - natural you can hard
Assaying and General Contracting.
"I hear," said Mrs. Gaddie, "that ly realize that it U produced by
East side Plaza
Santa Fe, N. M.
meaicme. Tnese tablets also cure
your husband's got a Job as superintendent of a cemetery and you're go- indigestion and biliousness. Price 25
HIRAM T. BROWN,
cents. Samples free ,'t any drug
ing there to live."
CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
"Well?" replied Mrs. Naybor shortly. store.
TJ.
8. Mineral Surveyor
"Well, I was thinking it would be an
Santa
New Mexico
Ft,
awful ghostly and creepy sort of neighIf you do not care to pay for a dally
borhood."
subscribe
New
for
the
paper,
Weekly
but the neighborhood Mexican Review and get the cream of
"Perhaps,
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
a
won't be prying Into oar
the week's doings. It Is an excellent We print the news the day it
Press.
paper to send to your friends.
At Sen.

ls

e

1

sixty-three,-

butlneM.H-PfeUadelphl-
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,
town, come to the city Saturday evening. He came via the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad. Mr. Smith has been
summoned as a member of the United
States Grand Jury.
was
Thomas W. Hantia, rancher,
up
Robert J. Taupert, the Jeweler of
today from Lamy.
Las Vegas, and a former resident of To Care the Worst Headache From
Any
Grcgorlo Herrera, Santa Cruz farm- Santa Fe, is shaking hand3 with old
Cause New Reduction Method.
er, Is here on court business.
friends in the Capital. Mr. Taupert
Francisco Lucero, Parkview sheep arrived in the city yesterday for a
Most headaches ind palm yield Instantly to
raiser, Is In town on court business. visit of a few days. He was accomthe new Reduction Method Dr. Shoop'B Twenty
Arthur .Tiidell, Kansas City traveling panied by A. E. Baranger, a commer- Minute Headache Cure. The cause tor these
pains Is congestion a rushing of blood to the
man, today looked after business in cial drummer from Chicago.
nerve centers which distends the veins to
the Capital.
Emllo Girard, of Capulln, Colorado, nearly the bursting point. Swollen and enlarged,
veins and capillaries exert an irritating
these
Rev. J. L. Shlvely,
pastor of St. left this forenoon for his home after pressure on the myriads, of nerve branches and
aa
fibres.
In
the
Then, there's a A. pain, and finally that
several
a
of
visit
city
days
John's Methodist
Episcopal Church,
ee&SR-less ache, This new
brother-in-law- ,
S. excruciating,
. the guest of his
Reduction Method
left today to hold services at
disperses the blood,
distributes
overflow, and
thejaf
Xusbaum. Mr. Girard came here for
channels. II
son Irees the nerve
his
of
the
1
young
from all
purpose
placing
M. N. Gillen, a new settler In the
jS voenters
irritation
the
and
pressure
schools.
In
local
the
public
Fred,
In
dlsap-pethe
aches
was
of
mil
city
Estancla,
vicinity
Master Fred Girard will make his pains
because
their cauBe
I
w
I
fsYSTS
local
land
at
the
on
business
today
moved. You
home In the meantime with tails uncle. has been re- .
sand remmaytryathou-office.
and
of
Salvation
drug
the
G.
TStf7
ediesyou
A.
inayflfiTfi
Case,
Captain
into submission
the nerves W
Dr. W. Culver, of Denver, was In the
with headquarters In Denver,
the
but
which
remedy1.
Army,
bring!
is
travel
a
city today on business. Ho
relief and .
permanent cur
is in the city soliciting funds for the prompt
.
because it reduces
will be successful
ing salesman and sells surgical in
must embody the
army, He visited the penitentiary last the congestion It
struments.
has
Method, v Medicine
thus
evening and made a short talk to the Reduction
iound a way simple and sure, yet the only way
George E, Brewer, insurance ad convicts. He states that he feels safe
to thoroughly overcome these attacks of Headand Neuralgia. The effect of Dr, Shoop's
juster, had his name on the Palace behind the bars and avails himself of ache
Twenty Minute Headache Cure is prompt perabsoregister today. He conies from Al every
in
that di- fectly suited to inall forms of Headache and
opportunity
positive every temperament, For sail
buquerque.
rection. He will spend the greater part lutely
and recommended by
W. A. Brown, president of the school of the week In the city,
FISCHER DRUG CO.
board at Cerrlllos, was in the city
V. L. Bean, of Duluth, Minnesota,
to
secure the services who i3 a railroad man by occupation,
today, coming
night sleeping out of doors near the
of a teacher.
li In the city for the benefit of his houses of the Indians and also visited
Thomas A. Hayden and Harvey S. health. Mr. Bean called at the office the .mesa Encantada.
this
DuVal have left the city on a sur of the Bureau of Immigration
literature
secured
upon
and
forenoon
Ar
Rio
In
near
El
Rlto
veying trip
the resources and conditions of the
riba County.
intending to settle permaDavid Gillespie, Edward
Gillespie Territory,
of New Mexi
and Charles Stevens, of Springer, ar- nently In some portion
advised him
his
co,
having
physician
rived in the city yesterday to attend
"I find Cascareti 10 Rood that I would no. bt
to do so, Mr. Bean is accompanied without
them. 1 wai troubled a great deal with
St. Michael's College.
Now ilnce taking
liver and headache.
hi3
end
wife
torpid
daughter.
by
Cat.
carets Candy Cathartic I feel very much better
Charles E. Dagonette, outing agent
Samuel Eldodt, of the San Juan 1 shall
recommend them to my friend
certainly
of the Pueblo Indians, with office in
Pueblo, merchant and fruit raiser is lai the best medicine 1 have ever teen."
Albuquerque, looked after official busi- here, having been drawn as a member Anna Bazinet, Osborn Mill No. 2, Fall River, Mail.
ness in the city today.
of the United States Grand Jury. AlJose Ortiz y Pino, merchant and though Mr. Eldodt has been a resident
The Bowels
sheep raiser at Gallsteo, southern of Rio Arriba County for over thirty
Santa Fe County, attended to person- years, this is the flr3t time, he has
al affairs today in the city.
been selected for jury duty. Mr. El- Attorney Elmer E. Veeder, of Las dodt's many friends in town are alCANDY CATHARTIC
JT
Vegas, a member of the law firm of ways glad to see him, no matter what
Veeder & Veeder, arrived in the city the purpose of his vl it. Mrs. Eldodt
and son are here with Mr. Eldodt.
yesterday on legal business.
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good. Do Good,
The Misses Helena and Amada OrUnited States Commissioner John
Ne.er Sicken, Weaken or Gripe, 10c, 25c, 60o. Never
old In bulk. The genuine tablet stamped 000,
P. Victory is recuperating steadily af tiz, daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Celes-tlnGuaranteed to cure or your money back. '
ter his recent severe Illness. He says
Ortiz, of 115 Cerrlllos Street,
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. Sol
to
for
Oruces
Las
is
will
he
leave tonight
feeling stronger every day,
AHNUAL SALE. TEX KILL13JJ BOXES
at the
Joseph A. Napier, an inspector of enroll themselves as students
the Territorial Cattle Sanitary Board, New Mexico College of Agriculture
spent today in town from his home and Mechanic Arts. They will go by
at Las Vegas. He was here on offi way of El Paso, where they will stop
to consult a specialist concerning the
cial business.
CONFORMING
TO THE LAWS OF
condition of Miss Amada's eyes. Miss
NEW MEXICO.
Forest Guard James P. Leese, of
will take a course In music
Helena
The Mew Mexican Printing Company
Espanola, was lin the city today, and Miss Amada will
study stenogr- has
bringing a prisoner whom he arthe largest facilities and most
rested for trespassing, with sheep on aph
modern machinery for doing all kinds
U.
Frank
J.
clerk
the
at
Crandall,
s
the Jemez Forest Reserve.
of Printing and Binding in
S. Indian Training School in this city
ot Loose-lea- f
Dr. Ell Browning and son, E. S.
style. Manufacturers
brought twenty-fivyoung Indians, Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book Work
Browning, of West Branch, Iowa, are between the
ages of seven and fifteen a specialty. Best Book Bindery In the
in the city again for another visit of
to town Saturday night from
Southwest.
a few days, having returned from a years
the Taos and Plcuris Pueblos for the
to
Golden and Cerrillos.
trip
School Blanks,
purpose of attending the U. S. InJose do Jesus Romero, of Punta, is dian
sheet.
Training School here during the Oath of School Director,
hi the city for a few days. He came
present school term. Upon arrival, Certificate of Apportionment of School
yesterday in company with his young the children went immediately to the
sheet.
Funds,
son, who has. been enrolled as a stu school where evertythlnsr was
ready District Clerk's Annual Report,
dent at St. Michael's College
sheet.
for them and where they were reL. S. Meyers and
Enumeration Form,
Roy Berry, of ceived to good shape.
sheet.
Taos, members of the United States
Dr. T. P. Martin, leading physician Teacher's Certificate,
Grand Jury at the present term of the of northern New Mexico and who has Certificate of Appointment, M sheet.
aheet
District Court, are in town to attend many friends in this city. Is registered Contract for School Teacher,
to the duties of their position.
at the Clai-He arrived Saturday Teachers' Term Register, full sheet.
Contract for Fuel,
County Treasurer Eugenlo Romero, evening. He will be here during the
Ledger, $6.50.
of San Miguel County and Mrs. Ro week on court business and will also 180 Page
Mexico Remero, were in the city yesterday from be present at the Republican Central Money's Digest of New
ports, full sheep, $6.50 delivered.
Las Vegas on a short visit to rela- Committee session at Albuquerque,
sheet.
Gambling Table,
tives. They returned home last night. Wednesday next, he being a member of
for License,
sheet.
Lecn F. Knelpp, supervisor of the the committee from Taos County. His Application
Sheriff's Monthly Report
Adolf
Jack
Du
and
of
?on,
Tao3,
Bac,
Jemez and Pecos Forest Reserves, has
Prices.
left the city for Flagstaff, Arizona, came with him and yesterday went to
$ .05
sheets, eacn
going there to attend the annual meet Roswell to be enrolled at the New On Y or
Mexico Military Institute.
1
Full sheet, each
ing of the government forest super2
Clement Hightower, of Capitan, Lin
visors.
per dozen
31!
per dozen
United States Deputy Marshal W. coin County, who is a candidate for
65
Full sheets, per dozen
R. Forbes, of Albuquerque, is in town. sheriff of that county on the Repub
1.75
hundred
sheets,
lican
per
was
ticket,
among yesterday's
He will attend the present session of
2.50
per hundred
the United States Court of this district arrivals in town. Mr. Hightower
4.00
for and on behalf of United States was for a time supervisor of the Full sheets, per hundred
Lincoln forest reserve in Lincoln and 100 assorted blanks take the per
Marshal C. M, Foraker.
100 price.
Otero Counties. He Is editor and
Assistant United States Attorney
On an order of 500 blanks, customer'
of El Farol, a newspaper
David J, Leahy, with headquarters in publisher
in the Spanish language at business card will be printed under fll
Las Vegas, is registered at the Claire. published
will go to Albuquerque Ing without extra cost
He
Capitan.
Captain Leahy will represent the Uni- tomorrow
shoet
to attend the meet- Teachers' Monthly Report,
evening
ted States at the present term of the
Slza of Blank.
ing of the Republican Territorial CenUnited States Court here.
tral Committee. He says that every7x8
Inches.
,
Doniclano Lucero and Juan Francis- thing is flourishing dn and around
Inches.
8xl4
co Montoya, Taos farmers, are among Capitan. The present
season has Pull sheet, 14x17 inches.
those in the city who came to attend been a good one and the people are
Promissory Notes, 25 per pad.
to jury duty as members of the United prosperous.
"Minor Law" Cards for Posting, 25c
States Juries. They will remain here
each.
Miss Marequita Martinez, sister of
during the term of court.
Hon. Malaquias Martinez, of Taos was Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.
Mrs. C. A. Scheurich of Encino, Is married Saturday morning
last at Missouri Code Pleading, $6.
The two for 110.
In the city visiting at the home of Taos, by the Rev. Father Joseph
Adapted to New Mexico Code.
her uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Glraud to Jose Montener, editor and
Probate Clerk and Recorder,
sheol.
Thomas P. Gable. Her husband Is the proprietor of the Spanish paper, La
sheet.
vit,
de Taos, published at thejiounty
manager of the store recently opened
sheet
at Encino by Bond Brothers.
seat of Taos. The newly married cou- Notice of
went to Denver for a short wedding Forfeiture, or Publishing Out Notice
H. H. Johnson, superintendent
of ple
sheet.
the U. S. Indian Training School at tour, The bride Is a member of one Auto de
Arresto,
pllego.
of
best
known
the
oldest
families
and
Dulce, on the Jicarilla Indian ReserIn Taos County, and a young woman Auto de Prison,
pliego.
vation, will arrive this evening from
Declaraclon Jurada,
pllego.
the north to be present at the term of superior qualities. Both contracting
Fianza Oficial,
pliego.
of the U. S. court for this district parties have many friends in their
pliego.
home county. The groom Is a Spaniard Flanza Oficial y Juramento
which opened here today.
pllego.
by birth and came to Taos three years Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
pllego.
Frank Hubbell, traveling man from ago from Trinidad. He has built up a Contrato de Pa tldo,
Escrltura de Renuncla,
sheet..
Lincoln, Nebraska, was liv the city fine newspaper business and his paper
Documento Garantlzado,
pliego.
yesterday. Mr. Hubbell states that he is becoming influential.
Formula de Enumeraclon,
plIego.
first saw the city of Santa Fe in I860
uovernor Hagerman, who with a Contrato Entres los Dlrectores y
when he was, yet a babe. He and his
party of Mends left Santa Fe Friday
plIegos.
parents were then on their way from to attend the annual fiesta of the
Contrato de Combustible,
pllego.
St. Paul Minnesota, to California.
Acoma Indians, at their ancient pueb- Notas Obligaclones, 2:o por 50.
I. W. Dwire, farmer In charge
of lo, about fifteen miles from Laguna, Llbros Cortlflcados de Bonos, $1.
the Indian Pueblo of Taos, wife and Valencia County, returned to the Libros dt Reclbos, Supervisors de
daughter, who have been on a Capital last night. In the party were: Camlnos, :5c.
month's vacation to their old home In Judge Ira A. Abbott and daughter, Hlpoteca de Bienes Muebles,
pliego.
Ohio, returned Friday
last to the Miss Abbott, of Albuquerque; Profes- Documento de Hlpoteca,
pllego.
Pueblo where Mr. Dwire resumed his sor and Mrs. Amado Chaves, Miss Mc- - Ddcumento Garantlzado, extensa for
ma enters.
official duties. They had a nice vaca- Mdllen, of Albuquerque; Miss Staab;
Messrs. Karl Moon, of Albuquerque; Certiflcado de Matrlmonlo, 10c.
tion.
and Edward T. Hannan. Governor
sheet.
Judge Granville Pendleton, of Aztec, Hagerman, as well as all of the mem Proof of
sheet
Labor,
was an arrival In the city last even- bers of the
sb.eet.
party, declared the trip Lode Mining Location,
from
his
northern
home.
ing
Judge an Interesting and Instructive one, Placer
sheet.
Mining
Location,
Pendleton is here on legal business. The Governor
sheet,
presented the Acoma Title Bond to Mining Property,
He will also attend the meeting of the chief with
a handsome brier pipe and Title Eond and Lease of Mining Prop
Republican Territorial Central Com- gave a number of the braves tobacco.
sheet.
erty,
mittee at Albuquerque, Wednesday.
aii tnen smouea tine pipe oi peace, Mining Deed, sheet.
'
'
Abran Smith, of Penasco, Taos sitting about In the moonlight. The Mining Lease,
sheet.
sheet
County, well to do merchant In that members of the party, spent one Coal Declaratory Statement,
Coal Declaratory Statement with Powe
Afflda
ot Attorney and

personal

STETSON HATS
To the East as well as to the West,
To the North and to the South the

STETSON

mentioI

Twenty Minutes
Time Enough ?

Established

1856.

Incorporated

3, 190(3.

1903.

SeligmanBros. Co
Wholesale and Retail

DRY GOODS

L

ff

SEPTEMBER

MONDAY,

Espa-nola-

HATS

At,

increasing numbers year after year, Ihe whole World
contributes in material tni wears the result,
Everywhere the Stetson Hat Soft and Dervy are acknowledged as the standard in style, beauty and finish.
CARRY

A

FULL LINE AT POPULAR

ar

..w

Go in

IE

Guaranteed Quality and Absolute Reliability.

f

stu-pl-

PRICES

SWEET

IflZVlRJEB

PANTS
doubt you
hav e heard of the
SWEET ORR pants
We carry a big line
of latest styles.
No

Jmum

Handsome

P

pat-

Fraud
-

SCHOOL SHOES,
SCHOOL HOSIERY,
SCHOOL SUITS.

Seligman Bros.
For Half a Century

co St.

Fttfnitttf e Co.
306 to 308 San Francisco Street.

WINTER GROCERY CO. j
xeico, j

LEAD

as
TEDDY

All Yoti Want

TRY IT
M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY
S. E. Corner Plata, Santo Fe. Telephone No. 40.

Mm
INCOKFOIUTEDI

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS

representing the

in
UNDERTAKING AND EMBALMING.

PEOPLE

Charles Wagner, Licenced Embalmer.

i

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Santa Fc Fresh Fruits,
Rocky Ford Cantalopcs
and Watermelons.

.

e.

hand-mad-

!

are as far in the

We

e

Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods.

Ojo Caliente, New M

the City

CHARLES WAGNER

first-clas-

Nathan Salmon

in

Phone 36.

LEGAL BLANKS.

N. M.

Co.

the leading Dry Goods House

P. 0. Box 219.

o

please you.
253 San

School Items.

jt

--

terns and perfect
fit will certainly

SANTA FE,

Our line of Boys' and Children's School Wearing Apparel is complete in every
Unmatchable
department
values in reliable goods.

jf

We alo Carry another line which comes cheaper in price,
Soft, from $1.25 to up to $3.50
Detby, $3 50.

(ki

School Notes.

e

Live and Dressed
WEDNESDAYS

POULTRY

H. S.

FRIDAYS

&

PUE & COMPANY
Leading Grocers.

Phone 26.

Ph0e26

CUT PRICES!
CUT PRICES.
ot first class
furniture, stoves and ranges that we
are going to close out in the next
thirty days at great bargains. Now Is
the time to fit up your house when
you can get the best goods at the lowest prices. We will furnish your
house from kitchen to garret. You
can pay cash and get a discount or
we will give you all the time you want
on easy payments. Call In and see
our goods.
We have a quantity

D.

S. LOWITZKL

Lower 8an Francisco

St,

Santa

F.

a

Grain. Flour and Potatoes, Stationery.

Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
r

PROMPT ATTENTION ttlVEN MAIL ORDERS.

n, H. M.

RIght-of-Wa-

(lew

wo

ElTlDl oyrneni

Bureau

AND REALTY CO.

'

"CHRYSALITE"
Enameled Ware
IS NOT THE CHEAPEST BUT THE BEST. WHY
THAT DOES NOT
BUY ANY OTHER MAKE
RERECENTLY
WE
GIVE SATISFACTION.
CEIVED A LARGE SHIPMENT OF THIS WARE

. .

Our Prices Will Surely Interest You .'.

.

ONCE YOU BECOME A USER OF THIS WARE,
YOU WILL NEVER BUY ANY OTHER KIND.
COME IN AMD LET US SHOW IT TO YOU ANY
WAY.

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE
228 San Francisco St.

Telephone 14

LADIES
,

20

....

Would be pleased to have you rii j
fALL
inspect my new stock of

::::

San Francisco St.

All kinds of Blanks conforming to
the New Mexico laws for sale by the
New Mexican Printing Co.

iiii i llirny
I LLIIlCll I

Iff

'MRS. LYNG.

Legal Blanks of every description
and conforming to the laws of New
Mexico are on band and for sale by
the New Mexicar Printing Company,

Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured. Real

Estate Bought. Sold and Exchanged.

Money Lent on Approved Security.

RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.

Business of

Non-Residen-

Attended to.

ts

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice 7 Room House. Large
Lot. Good Location. Plenty of
Frtiit Trees.
--

103

Pallet Avaniiti

'Prions No. 1M.

CARL A. BISHOP & CO.

General Insurance Agents
SURETY BONDS,
ROOM

24 IAUGHLIN

RGLARY
LOCK.

INSURANCE,

INVESTMENT BUSINESS.

Santa Fa,

N. M.

'PHONE 194

MONDAY,

SEPTEMBER

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
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tery, requiem mass having been
brated for the deceased at the
thedral at 7 o'clock.

MINOR CITY TOPICS
Today was a legal holiday and the
federal and territorial
offices
were
closed for .business.
J. E. Wood, railway mall clerk between Santa Fo and Antonlto, today
began his annuul vacation. Roy 0.
Darling is acting a hi? substitute.
Santa Fe Lodge K'o. 259, Fraternal
Union of America, will meet tonight
at 7:30 o'clock, at the Odd Fellows
hall on Lower San Francisco Street.
Sulphur Springs "Sour" Water, a
sure and speedy specific for all
stomach and kidney trouble. Now for
sale at the "The Club" in carbonated
form. Ask your doctor.
Owing to the taci of this being Labor
Day and a legal holiday few market
were sent out from the market
centers and the Associated Press dispatches were off the wire by noon,
Montezuma Lodge No, 1, A. F, &
In regular
A. Masons, will meet
monthly communication this evening
at Masonic Hall In the Masonic block
on the south side of the Plaza at 7:30
o'clock. Visiting Masons are cordially
Invited to be present.
Francisco Baca, a well known native
resident of Santa Fe, died at 11 o'clock
Saturday morning at his home on Agua
Fria Street. The remains were laid
to rest this morning in Rosario ceme

celeCa-

The Sunday isclhool of the First Presbyterian church yesterday elected the
following delegates to the Territorial
convention which will meet this week
at Santa Fe and of which Judge John
C. E.
R. McFle is the president:
Charles L. Bishop, Paul A. F.
Vvalter, Mrs. Charles A. Haynes and
Miss Bonlne,
Lin-ne-

,

Carpenters began work thi3 morning repairing the residence purchased
recently by Simon Nusbaum, on Washington Avenue, between Palace and
Hillside Avenues. The dwelling ha3
been unoccupied for some time and
considerable repairing is to be done
before It will be ready for occupancy
again. It Is the old Spiegelberg homestead.
The band at the U. S. Indian Training School, consisting of young Indian musicians will give a concert this'
evening from 7:30 o'clock to 9 o'clock
at the school. Citizens who "desire to
attend will be cordially received and
will be made welcome. Superintendent Crandall extends a hearty greeting to all who may find time to attend
the occasion.
The quarterly report of Territorial
Treasurer J. II, Vaughn for the quarter ending August 31st, 190G, is printed on the eight page of this issue of
the New Mexican. It Is of interest
to tax payers, property owners and

one-side- d

Why suffer with

ii

painwnen
BALLARD'S

SNOW

LINIMENT
WILL

CURE

RHEUMATISM. CUTS OLD
PORES, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
STIFF JOINTS, NEURALGIA
SCALDS, E'IZ.,
O. A. Friedel, Pallas, Tex.
writes: "1 use Ballard's Snow

Liniment for my family. It
is the best Liniment made.
It relieves burns andecalds.'
25c, 50c and $1.00

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
How is it with the children these
days? Have they plenty of grit,
courage, strength? Or are they
thin. Dale, delicate? This reminds
you of Ayer's Sarsaparilla. It does great things for children. It gives them
a eood aooetite. improves their dieestion. builds ud their General health. Ask
J.o. Aj.rCo.,
w uive no seorot. i vtemioiua
your dnrtnr ir he endorses mis. tho
Lowell, MftpH.
formulas of aiiour me.liomc

Pale? Thin?

mni

if deposited with us on certificates of depc sits, as time
deposits or savings accounts.
Hidden around your p'ace they lot m bait fcr burglars,
food for fire, are a constant cause for worry ard do no
good to anybody.
Placed in bank, your savings in the form of cash or
credit help to transact the business of the country and are
a source of good to the entire community
Open an account here and c o all
'
your banking business with us. We
insure you absolutely against loss
by thieves or fire and we will put
your money to work so that it will
earn ycu three per cent.
.

yourself at home in our
when you have letroom
reception
ters to write.
cTWake

mm

1

REMINGTON

!

HEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO

Dealers,
Santa

F. !t JR.

Alteration Sale I
All Goods at Greatly Reduced
Prices for this Week ONLY at

v

gUie'Rcnilnglon Typwritcrlaalslciigcsti

jjkcKoff'.Scoinoog.

&

Sold and Recommended by
FISCHER DRUG CO.
business men generally and should be
carefully read. It gives the expenditures of the Territory for tho period
named, in detail. It Is comprehensive and easily understood.
Labor day this year was pretty
much the same a3 any other day in
Santa Fe. There was no special observance and aside from the fact that
some of the offices and stores were
closed there were few outward indications that it was different from any
other day. The city public schools
reopened for the fall term this morning but the school children were dismissed after registering and being assigned to studies. The postofflce
closed at noon as did also the two
telegraph offices,
Wednesday, September 19, Is to
be Santa Fe day at the New Mexico
fair in Albuqutrque, according 'to a
decision reached at a meeting of the
committee in charge Saturday night.
If necessary, the Santa Fe will run
an excursion to the Duke City on
that day. The fair association will
so ariange that the Santa Fe baseball
team will play, at least one game on
that day.
Nathan Salmon's fine
horse, "Albertus" will run hi the Carnation Cream stake race on that day
and there will be other attractive Santa Fe features.
The following postal cards and let
ters are toeid at the local postofflce
for postage or for better addresses:
Tnree postal cards without address;
one postal card addresied to M- -.
Sarah Roads, a postal card addressed
to W. A. Kinsey, 5631 Maple Avenue,
St. Louis, Missouri; a postal card ad
dressed to Mr. E. Sherry, 5875 Gates
Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri; a postal
card addressed to Miss B. Brooke,
5139 Fairmount Avenue, St. Louis,
Missouri; a letter addressed to Girema
Medinas, iorrance, Colorado, and
tetter addressed to Canuto Sedillos, of
Kief Currous.
Circus day Is coming on apace. The
shows are booked to ap
pear here on Thursday, September 13,
Saturday a force of bill posters were
in the city and as a result of their
efforts the dead walls of the city are
aglow with lithographs, and gaily
colored posters are exhibited in many
of the store windows. The Sells-Fto circus is said to be bigger and
better than ever, and Its appearance
here will doubtless attract a large
crowd from the surrounding country.
All of the neighboring towns have
been billed. The big tented attrae
tion comes here from Las Vegas, and
goes from this city to Albuquerque,
In the baseball game yesterday at
Albuquerque, the Mcintosh Browns de
feated the Santa Fe Centrals by
score of 3 to 2. The Capital City team
was in the lead and had'the opposing
side blanked until the eighth inning
when the Albuquerqueans scored all
three of their tallies. The game is
said to have been the most exciting
of the season at Albuquerque. Ixjpez
pitched a great game and kept the
hits scattered until the eventful inning
when the trio of tallies were scored
and wrested the victory away while
it was in hi grasp. The Santa Fe
and Albuquerque teams crossed bats
again this afternoon in the Duke City.
Sylvester R, Blake vs. Martha A.
Blake, is the title oi a divorce suit
which has been filed in the First Judicial District Court for San Juan County. The husband is seeking an absolute divorce on the grounds of desertion. Sylvester R. Blake and Martha
A. Arnol were married November IG,
1905 at
They lived together until March 10, 1900, when the
husband alleges that the wife left
him, and he claims that he does not
know her present whereabouts, but
believes that she is at La Plata, Colorado. Attorney A. M. Edward, of
Farmington, has been retained as
counsel for the plaintiff.
The local postofflce broke all previous August records last month in
the amount of business transacted.
The postal Income amounted to
an increase of thirty per cent
over August last year and of ten per
cent over the month previous. Theire
were sold during the month 9,163 one
cent stamps; 28,000 two cent stamps;
1,200 stamps of higher denominations;
2,092 postal cards and 22,000 stamped
envelopes. There were handled during the month 560 outgoing registers
and COO registers delivered locally.
There were Issued 636 money orders
amounting to $3,562.11; there were
paid 588 orders amounting to $10,021.-34- ;
there were received for money orders surplus from fourth class offices
$6,073, and from drafts $2,300, making a total of $21,956.45.
Sells-Flot-

TYPEWRITERS

3o does Hie ROTlngfcn-tol-

Bncdkr,C327 Droodwqy, New

wj

fork.?;

The publication of the report of the
Colorado Springs' expert, Who has
been here over two months investigating ihe accounts and books of the territorial penitentiary, by an Albuquerque paper has not caused anything except, lively talk here. Pretty much everybody who was at all onto the situation knew the tenor of the report
two or threo weeks ago and Its forthcoming contents had been freely talked over In the saloons, on the street
corners, in stores and in political and
business places generally. In official
circles there was considerable talk
and much head shaking, In business
circles and with citizens generally the
affair is considered as too
to be given serious attention. No
one man out of twenty who received
a copy of the Albuquerque
Fakir
Journal look the trouble to look at it.
"Figures can be made to show anything," said one business man this
morning to a representative of the
New Mexican: "I have neither the
time nor the inclination to read the
stuff and I don't believe It any way."
This Is about the sentiment as expressed by nine out of ten people
s
whom one meets. The personal
of Mr. Bursum, and they are
probably two or three dozen, are
greatly overjoyed and are making all
they can out of the affair. Outside
of tills the town Is very quiet, this being Labor Day.
ene-m!r-

NEW
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BARGAINS.

FIVE.

OUR LEADER

Herewith ere some bargains offered
Comby the New Mexican Printing
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, SI; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, ((; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $C; the two for $10; Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws ct New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
leather, $3; CheriC's Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10. Inclusive $3.30 each; Compilation Corporation Laws 75c; Compilation Mining Laws, 50c; Money's Digest of
New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $C.50
full list school blanks.
.

;

The New Mexican Printing Company has on hand a large supply of
writing tablets and scratch puds suitable for school children, lawyers, merchants and also for home use, which
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
and cheaper if ordered in larger quan-

Car of Old Hickory Wagons have
arrived, and- are now on sale. If you
are in the market for a good wagon,
see the Old Hickory and get our
prices. We have also buggies, road
tities. These tablets are made from wagons, steel and rubber tired runa- the odds and ends of the best paper
obtainable, and you are getting double
your money's worth when buying.
AND

GIVE US A CALL
THEM.

EXAMINE

bouts, surreys, and platform spring
wagons. You need not send east, as
we will give you eastern prices with
freight added. See line li'ore purchasing.

To Our Furniture

Department
we have added a fine line of Fra.ned
Pictures, consisting of Carbonettes,

The New Mexican Bindery Is turning out some of the most artistic
binding in the Southwest. It Is the
BARGAINS IN ORCH- moat completely equipped bindery In
of
ARDS AND RANCHES the Rocky Mourtain States south
is headquarters for legal blanks of all
kinds. The company makes a specialty
Located in the Fruitful and Far Famei In
handling land office blanks, necesEspanoU Valley Thirty Miles
sary in homestead entries and in minNorth of Santa Fe.
eral applications. Prices low, especiThe following orchards and farm
ally in quantities. Circulars giving
fruitful
and
famed
la
the
properties
full Information furnish"'1 "n applicaEspanola Valley in southern Rio Ar- tion.
riba County In the Territory of New
Mexico, are for sale at a bargain.
New Mexican advertisers get trade.
There are satisfactory reasons for sell-luof
finest
the
one
is
The section
fruit and agricultural, not only In New
SYSTEM
D, &. R.
The
Mexico, but In the southwest.
Fe
Branch.
Santa
supply of water for Irrigation purposes
Effective Dec ember lOtb, 1905.
is ample and stable at all times. The
of
For
is
the best.
climate
particulars SiiT BOUKD
Will BOUID
address R. C. Bonney, real estate and
Mo. 426. UlLlB
Nn42B
Station
insurance agent, Espanola, New Mex11:00a .. ..0....LT..,.
Fe
Ar.. 3:30p
ico. The properties are;
12:51 p ...84.... "
Lv
...hspauola
No, 1, 45 acres; 15 acres In alfalfa, i:llp ...W.. " ...EmUudo
' .. 12:26 u
"
" .. 11:3d p
3:00p
...til....
...liarrauoa
one acre bearing orchard; small house,
4:02 p. ..81.... " ...Servilleta.. .. " ..
I0:2tp
well, bam and corral; all fenced and 4:32 p .. .HI.... " ...TreiPiedras, " .. 10:00
p
" .. S lUp
under irrigation; one mile from post 6 4:,p . MIS.... " ...Auto'iltu
.4i
8:Jip ,.1W.... ""...Alain ia
".
"
offlce, two and a half miles to railroad
,. 11:1,5 p
,.a7.... ...Pucbl
4:35 a. .831.... ' ..X'olo.h riues. " ..
94up
station; price $30 per acre.
7:30a ........ Ar...Duvmr
L? .. 7 0. p
of
2.
No.
1,200
Full bearing orchard
Trains stop at Embudo for c inai
standard apple trees; six miles from
where good meals are served.
Espanola; good house, barn, corral
At Antonlto for Durango, Sllverton
and packing house; produced 2,900
and
Intermediate points.
of
boxes
apples last year; irrigation
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
from Rio Grande; price $2,000.
points via the standNo. 3. Seven acre orchard and mar intermediate
mile to town, ard gauge line, via La Veta Puss or the
ket garden tract,
narrow gauge via Sallda, making the
railroad, po3toffice, school and" church;
entire trip in daylight and passing
having tele
good six room house,
the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGK
phone; barn, corral, cellar and pack through
also tor all points on Creede branch.
ing house; a highly profitable business
S. K HOOPER,
and a fine home; produces annually
Q. P. A., Denver, Colo
$700 to $900 in vegetables alone; pric

Pastels, Etchings, from the art store
of Ullmnn & Co., New York. These
goods are attractive and offered at a
low price to introduce them. It costs
you nothing to look at them and be
your own fudge.
SUMMER SPECIALTIES.
We have a full line of Gold Medal
camp supplies, consisting of folding
cots, tables and chairs. These folding
supplies occupy no space and add
pleasure and comfort to your camp
life. Also, full line of tents and supplies. Call and see them.
FRUIT JARS.
We have a large stock of Jars, all
Bizes and rubbers.

6.

liu

one-ha-

SAVE YOUR ICE

and consequently your money by purchasing a refrigerator that is built
scientifically and in the most modern
style. We can sell you the best one
on the market today and will guar
antee it to give absolute satisfaction
or we'll take it off your hands.
'
You will obtain more refrigerator
comfort in a SITKA REFRIGERATOR
than from any other cold storage box.
Saves ice, saves money, saves worry,
saves health and saves work. Booklet for the asking.

lf

Kodaks and Photo Supplies
ART PICTURES

$2,251).

AND FRAMING

We make a specialty of

DEVELOPING, PRINT;
No. 4. For sale sheep ranch
ING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp
acres with good fences and Improve
Attention. Send for Ca'Rlogifj.
ments, has excellent waiter, shelter
hay land and controls several thou
510 South Broadway
HOWLAND & 00,
sand acres of fine goat grazing land
LOS ANGELES. CALIF.
models
made
from
No better proposition for a paying
sheep ranch in New Mexico.
explanations. Machine, gun
No. 5. Twenty acres, navlug about
Also
ten acres of full bearing apples of and bicycle repairing.
standard varieties, peaches and plums, new and second hand
bicyseven acres of good alfalfa and three
acres garden land, good five room cles for sale and guaranteed.
adobe house, well built and finished,
Fe Kovelty
good barn; the whole place almost en- Santa
tirely surrounded by a hedge of
256 San Francisco Stieet 256.
trees which serve as a protection
WHOLESALE
from the wind and add to the attractiveness of the place; produced last
HENRY KRICK
md
year over $1,200; price $2,250; one and
Sole Agent For
a fourth miles east of Espanola.
No. 6. The "Espanola Garden," one
RETAIL
Lemp's St. Louis Beer
half mile east of Espanola at $2,250.
Mails orders promptly attended to.
This place Is a full bearing apple orDEALERS If
chard and market garden tract of sev Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
en acres; a six room house; telephone,
Telephone No. 38
barn, cellar, packing house, corral and
wire fence and house for chickens. A
! THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN
beautiful and convenient home and a
HOUSE IN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
to
make
besides
good money,
place
apples this place has cherries, pears,
Any Flavor You Desire.
plums, quinces and large beds of as
We will deliver Soda Water In any
paragus, spinach and rhubarb. The
quantity to any part of the city.
vegetable products alone of this place
OITY BOTTLING WORKS,
in
to
The
$900.
bring
annually $750
Telephone No. 38.
net receipts last year in vegetables
and fruit were over $500. Terms cash,
of 52

PATENTS!
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FLOUR, HAY,

GRAIN-

POTATOES,

SALT and sEEDs.

SODA WATER

IP

PROPOSALS FOR FLOUR, OATS, DRIED
Department of thn interior,
Office of Indian Affairs. Vashhit"n, D. C,
A mutt 7, 19 6.
Seiled proposals, plainly
marked on th outside of the envelope:
"Proposal, for flour, outs, dried fruit," etc ,
as the case may be. and addressed to the
"Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, U C." will be received nt the Indian
Office until 2 o'clock p. m of Thursday, September. 27, 19 6, and then opened, for furnishing the Indian service with canned tomatoes, cornmoal. cracked wheat, dried
hominy, oats, and rolled
fruit, fted. flour,
during fiscal year ending JuneGov-3U,
oits,
1907.
Bids must be made out on
ernment blanks. Schedules giviur all necessary information for bidders will be furnished on application to the Indian Office.
Indian WareWashington, D.C.i the U
houses nt New York City. Chicago, 111., St.
Louis. Mo . Omaha. r .. and San Franolsco,
Cal.i the CommUsary ot Subsistence, V. S,
A., at Chyenne. Wjo., the Quartermaster,
U. S. A., Seattle, Wash., and the postmasters
at Tucson, Portland, Spokane, a' dTacoma
The Department reserves the riht to reject
any and nil bids, or any part of any bid. C.
F. LAKRABEK, Anting Commissioner.

LAND

WAWJED.

THE

PLAZA

WILLIAM

BARBER

SHOP

B PAP.SC

S, Prop.
Leading Tonsorlal Parlor In Santa "e.

Two Porcelain Bath Tubs.
Hair Cutting a Specialty. Three FirstClass Barjers.
East Side of Plaza. South of Postal
Telegraph Office.

y..

BOUGHT to any
parts In the Country; send ticket
In and get cash for It; tran
sactlona guaranteed; association office.
ROSENFIELD, 118 R. R. Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.

KERR'S
Capital : Parlors
The only first class in city.
Second to none in Territory.

Four first class artists : : :
.
1.50
Electrical Baths
25
Other Baths
Can make quick sales If price
Is satlsfacfy of following Parlors Located West Side Plaza
W. H. KERR, Proprietor.

Properties must be large and
of established value.
v

SEVERAL BILLION

DOLLARS

Ready for Invertment.
Land scrip boup tit and sold
Hugo Seaberg,
3a ton, N. M

much the largest asset we hare in our business.

To have our

customers say to their friends, "Every statement made by S. Spitz

can be relied upon"
for.

is the very best

recommendation

Reliability is our watchword and every

satisfaction to buy at a store like this.

we can strive

Bale we make is closed

only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory.

It

is a great

Every article carrie with

it our guarantee.

SQPinT7

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches,' Jewelry. Diamonds.

JACOB WELTMER
Complete Stock of

...

properties:

Coal Lands.
Timber Lands,
Grazing Lands,
Colonization Lands,
Mining Properties.

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL

School Supplies.
Authorized School Books on Hand
in Public Schools

Used

I LIVERY
Fin

STABLE.

Reliable Horeee, tlRglf
ugglte, turreya, Hacks.

Riga,

Call up 'Phone Ne.
when In need
of Anythnlf In the Livery Line.

Drivers
Rates.

Furnished.. , Reasonable

CHAO. CLCC30H.

JUST RECEIVED
A large sample line of Carpets, Rugs and Lin
oleums. We take measures of rooms and halls
and do the laying. All of these goods are sold at

Eastern prices.

charge lor freight.

Please Call and Examine Them.

ADOLPH SELIGM AN.

SAtfflA
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CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and Doors
iU

Branch OCce aad Yard at Crrriltua,
---

js Santa Fe

K.

M

r

COAL s WOOD
HATOU

l.llllljl, per I'll!

OlTCl'llfU

AUUIITO

HUH

j.p..,ii
V00

Raton Slut

Good Commercial

Screened Domestic Lump, Trinidad Pmiihinfi, Kindling, Grule
and Core? Wood. Atl orders receive prompt and careful Attention.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
OFF1' K; Garfield Ave., Hmr A.. T.

A

S. Y. Depot.

Phone No.

BiLnru

u

Wonderful Improvement In I'rklna
In the l'al Two Years.
A competent authority on things Chinese states that during the last two
years China has made more real advancement than In the previous millennium. That his Judgment Is sound
Is apparent to those who enjoy the
vantage point of n residence In Peking. It has long been predicted that
changes would be surprising iu their
speed, tiul the most sanguine hud not
hoped for what Is taking place.
In passing through l'eking the streets
seem to be the most striking phenomenon.
Three years ago there seemed
little hope that the black mud and the
disgusting sights and stenches would
'over give place to anything beiten.
The board that had been appointed lo
repnlr the streets was considered to
have an Augean task and was the butt
Now the
of many facetious remarks
broad thoroughfares are fust being
converted into handsome avenues The
centra portion, a strip of about seven
yards in width, is being well nuiead
amized with the aid of steam rollers.

KIMD8 OP B01I,IIWQ MATOXH,

COAL

Paene

Vl

!

Vi.

is (lanked

This

and save money on your purchases. Our guarantee of
high quality and correct style will cost you nothing.

BROCK

IS FREE.

&

WRITE FOR IT TODAY.

FEAGANS, Jewelers
LOS ANGELES,

& BROADWAY

FOURTH

CAL.

EL PASO ROUTE
jex as yplfl-- l

PAC

k

iuw

urn

Other beer may be equal to Schlitz in your

jgL

But perhaps it

liking.

aged; and the

ou each side by shal

The l.nderffronnd Eru.
subterranean age. wheu theaters
will be built underground and the busy
hum of factories will resound from far
This handsome solid vestibuled train runs through to Mew Orbeneath the sidewalk, was forecast by
leans, Shreveport and St Louis without change. Carries through
Engineer John M. Kwen In an address
sleepers Log Angeles to Chicago and intermediate points. Direct
before the lien's club of St. Peter's
connections made for all points North, Eas. and Southeast.
Episcopal church. Eweu's subject was
"Erecting a Chicago Skyscraper." While
he pointed out that the erection of
buildings fifty storieR high is perfectly
TAKE
FAST
feasible, he said it is also probable that
THE.
TRAIN.
5 In future more attention will be paid
to digging habitable boles beneath the
street level. Ewen declared that the
TRAIN
San Francisco earthquake proved the
Vw
1
superiority of modem fireproof steel
M
EQUIPMENT
construction over all other methods of
building. He advocated the use of
Leaves El Paso at fi:50 p m. Mountain Time
wire glass with metal frame and sash
.
in place of plate glass and wooden
..
, .
or
f or acneauiea, rates ana otner information, nail on
aaare,
frame and sash as a measure of fire
R. W. CURTIS.
protection. He outlined a new method
of construction. Stated briefly. It conBovthwetUrn Fmmtger ijenl,
templates leaving the earth unexcavat-euntil the superstructure Is well
.. IL PASO,
V T . 'linn.,..
along, the exact reverse of the other
x
Ti. I
uuiii,
method. Ewen said the advantage of
tleu. Passenger Agent, ' the method lies In the fact that it InTraveling Passenger Agent,
sures against the sinking of streets and
El Paso, Tejtai
Dallas, Texan.
San Francisco
adjoining buildings
Chronicle
A

is

green beer insufficiently
biliousness.

is

after-effe- ct

'

E

w-

I

Or it may be impure, unfiltered, unsterilized;

drains of brickwork, n row of
trees, an unpaved strip of five .yards
In good repair, then a curbed sidewalk
of varying width, cheaply cenieuted
with pounded lime and earth. The
building line has been straightened,
necessitating the rebuilding of many
shops the rehabilitation of which is in
keeping with the rest. Long forgotten
sewers have been reopened and places
of conveniences erected, the use of
which is made compulsory
lnnumera
ble unsightly sheds which have oecu
pled half the roadway are being re
moved, forever, it is hoped, and the
squatters have sought other fields In
'Hie
which to ply their trades.
are guarded by uid formed
police In their sentry hoses and kept
In order by numerous lu borers. Fine
telephoue poles, strung with countless
copper wires, replace the ropsy inrvy
line of the lost few years. The telephone Is no longer a curiosity, but is
fast becoming a necessity to progressive business men -- Joseph
Franklin
Griggs in Century

Jewelry Catalog No. 49
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Distinguish Schlitz beer from the common.

low

TIJS&SS

l

CHINA'S AWAKENING.

Cord and Stov Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Stor
Delivered to Any
CERRILLOS
Part of the City.s
and HAGAN
TBANSFSR u4 tTOKAGK: We Unl Svetrtkikt MbU
JJ

'--x

and the

after-efTe- ct

unhealthful.

More than half

the cost of our brewing is spent to insure purity.
nni
Ask for the Bravery Bottling.
Common beer is sometimes substituted for Schlitz.
To avoid being imposed upon, see that the cork or cro wn is branded
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Dining Hoom lu an Apple Tree.
An Ingenious family of East Aurora,
N. Y., J certainly deserves honorable
mention in a "keep cool" symposium.
Close by the house Is a wide branchtng
apple tree, and In this, with the aid of
simple carpentry, has been constructed
a lovel dining room. A roomy plat-foi'easily reached by a short flight
of steps, has been built, among the apple boughs and surrouuded by a low
railing. When the round dining table
is placed on this platform there is ample space for the chairs and their occupants and also for the passing to and
fro of the maid. A pulley line is run
from the pantry window to one of the
apple boughs, and by this means linen,
dishes and food are trolleyed back and

SPECIAL

EI1SI BITES I

forth

In a huge basket, thus simplifyand hastening the getting and
clearing away of meals. Under the
leafy canopy with the spicy fragrance
of ripening apples everywhere mealtime becomes a delight even on the
hottest da yGopd Housekeeping.

ing

After the Stamp.
Towoe That was the shortest stninp
speech I ever heard.
Browue Whose?
Towne-Th- at
tough kid's. He just
said, "Give us a smoke, mister?" Philadelphia Press.

tliESDuri Pacific

Railway

Through Standard Pullman Sleeping Cars
Through Tourist Pullman Sleeping Cars
Through Free Reclining Chair Cars

pii Cars

Kepi

Fresh ana cool

ly

Mo

No fee charged
unless collection
is made. We make
collections in all partaofthe U. S.
ANTHONY P. WILSON,
Attorney.

Fans

Write us and we will take pleasure in furnishing detailed
nitini n

Its
H. C. POST,
G. W.

F

&

F. A.

1700

Sail i
4

E

J. H. GINET, JR.,

Stout Street, Denver,

T. P.
Colo.

The
American
Collection
Agency.
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Kansas Avenue,
KANSAS,
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H. B. Cartwright

& Bro.
San Francisco St., Santa
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The Beer
That Made Milwaukee Famous.
between both teams, the main feature

SKIN RAW

ZEMA AND

of the game was the fielding by Al- ford.
Score 2 to 3 In favor of 'the

FEVERISH- - Mexicans.
'I''1
Mexican
ITCHING titmiaiiiHwl
INTENSE "erais one of

'

Eczema a tormenting stubborn
caused by an acid humor in
the blood com.ng in contact with the sku, and producing redness, .nQam-- ; y&
for the Texico boys is compli-matioand almost intolerable itching. An luiicttve state of the system and
t,. ,nr,p
,lhat wtt.
mpnt(V,
of
condition
the
eliininative
members
leaves
the waste and refuse
sluggish
Z
matter of the body to collect and sour instead of passing- them off through;
nature 's channels of bodily waste. The bloM in its efforts to tmrire the sys-- ;
m m
L0W
tem of nil foreign matter absorbs this ac id and throws it off through
a
bi,nta1Fe
pores and glands of the skin. The acrid humor seems to ooze out ami set
the .kin on fire,the straw colored, sticky fluid drying and forming crusts,
soli UokS
,U,
and the itching is intense.
When these pustules' are snatched off the skin
,
,
is left raw and feverish and often a solid sore is Wmci and
-up by the
n
constant escape of acids from the blood. Local applications kept
J'
of salves, pow-- !
,
Ji'n 'i
ders, lotions etc. are desirable and should be used because they allay the J1:
V'
w
itching and give the sufferer temporary comfort, but are in no sense curative
nf m nRenl. S'mta
because they cannot reach the seat of the trouble, which is iu the blood,
travel-diseas-

e

r"T" tn i"ZuJL'

tV

pj'rthonta
brlnle
7.
,t LL?7 7

f

"JtZn

n"vii jni.1, tin: Liiuuu, ticunca
the circulation of all acids and humors, builds
up the thin sou r blood ami by removing every
.J- -

,

vestige

of the cause cures Eczema

perma-

nently. The irritating eruptions disappear,
PURELY VEGETABLE. the itching and burning cease, and the
skin, being fed bv a fresh, coolintr stream
of blood, becomes soft and smooth again. S. S. S. is made of healing, purify,
ing roots, herbs and barks that will not damage any part of the system,
Book on sk!n diseases and any medical advice free.
W SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
acid-fire-

d

'

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

fire ro1' ,ieatlnS

needed in

the

Vood says
that no
OPENED TODAY child accustomed to this fire lrtill has
'ever been injured in a fire.
Work Will Not Begin Until Tuesday
Miss, Grace Grygle, teacher in 'tine
Otfintj to Fact That This
third ward, returned to 'the city
,
Is Labor Day.
Thursday evening. Other local teachers who have been out. of 'the city

Vacation days for the school children are over. The Santa Fe public
this morning
schools were
at o'clock but the pupils were dismissed an hour later on account of lt3
being Labor Day, Today's brief session was held to give the teachers
to
and
lessons
time
assign
text books as welj as ' to enProf.
roll the names of the pupils.
J. A. Wood, superintendent of the city
to
was
anxious
have
schools,
all children report in the variotiB
ward schools promptly, at the opening.
Recitations will commence Tuesday.
The new school building In the first
ward was ready In time for the open,
term.
ing of the fall
Repairs
have been made to the second ward
school building and everything there
now Is inviting
and pleasant for
teachers and children. ,
None of the basement rooms In the
new school building will be used this
year. The kindergarten and primary
rooms are on the first floor, The sram-nia- r
a tii I high school rooms are on the
second floor.
Superintendent Wood has been apprised of the fact that some of the
parents are afraid to send their children to 'the new high school building
for fear they might be In danger In
ease of a fire. , The superintendent
wishes to dispell any uneasiness on
this iscore, He has a fire drill by
means of which all the pupils can be
marched down stairs and out of the
building with all of their hooks and
wr'ps In perfect order In less than
two minutes from the time the first
signal 18 given. This drill will toe
ready Vnd put Into practice before any

bllM,,e

Jlr

spending their summer vacations returned Frlda.7.
A meeting of the teachers was held
suin
the
aturday afternoon
perintendent's office at the high school
when arrangements were made for the
of the schools today.

BASEBALL ON
TEXICO DIAMOND
Close Scores and Good Work in Field
and on Bases, Contributed to
Enjoyment of Crowd.

Texico, N. M. Sept. 3. A series of
three games of baseball between Texico and "the famous Traveling .Mexican
team, which represents the (Roswell,
New Mexico, Commercial Club, "was
played on the Texico diamond
day Monday and Tuesday of
week, wh ch Ksulted in the finest dis- play of the national game seen on
this diamond this season. Sunday's!

S;

Ish; the score stood 4 to 1 until the
last half of the sevenUh Inning; final
score 11 to 6 In favor of Texico. Monday's game was a battle of batteries
resulting in a score of 4 to 5 In favor
of Texico; Tuesday's game was the
last of the series and was hard fought

J

WANTS

team has n record
the very best

Q. IT. DONAftT,
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.

HOUSES TO RENT.
Houses to rent, lease or for sale,
furnlnhed or unfurnished, good locations. Call on '.he reliable firm, Hughes
& Delgado. Office wost side of Plaaa.
FOR SALE General 'merchandise
business on the El l'aso & Southwestern in eastern New Mexico. Stock
Fine opportunity
W5.000, to- $20,(100.
for right party. Can explain good
reason for Helling.
Locality heal tiniest In New Mexico. Address inquiries
to this paper.
-

FOR RENT Furnished rooms,"
Montezuma Avenue.

124

Pain From a Burn Promptly Relieved
Oyster season is hero, at the Bon
By Chamberlain's Pain Balm.
Ton.
of
A little child of Michael Strauss,
Vernon, Conn., was recently in great
pain from a burn on the hand, and as FOX AND WOLF HOUNDS
cold applications only Increased the
Inflammation, Mr. .Strauss came to Mr.
of Mie bost English' strains
James N. Nichols, a local merchant,
5fv
America; 40 years exper-&for something lo stop the pain. Mr.
lenee in breeding these fine
Nichols says: "I advised him to use
hounds for my own sport, f
V
Chamberlain's Pain Balm, and the
now offer them for sale.
first application drew out the inflamSend Stamp for Catalogue.
mation and gave immediate relief, T. B. HUDSPETH. Sibley, Jackson Co Mo.,
t have used this liniment myself and
recommend It very often for cuts,
I CAN
SELL
burns, strains and lame back, and
have never known If, to disappoint,"
Your Real Estate or Business
No Matter Where Located
For sale by nil druggists.
Properties and Business of all kinds
sold quickly for cash In all parts of the
A POOR, RUN DOWN WOMAN.
United St tes. Don't wait. Write toMany a woman who Is weak and all
to sell
run down, would thank Dr. Laurltsten day describing what you have
and give cash price on same.
from the bottom of her heart, If she
IF YOJ WANT TO BUY
would only try Laurltzen's Health Taany kind of Business or Real Estate
ble Malt or Malt Tonic, because it
anywhere, at any price, write me your
would surely make a new woman of
I can save you time
requirements.
her. For sale by,
and money.
H. S. KAUNB ft CO.
DAVID P. TAFF,
Phone 26.
THE LAND MAN.
i ixiim
an.
wuiuva, rnone
415 Kansas Avenue,
uiti ui
KANSAS.
TOPEKA,

J

.

WAS A VERY SICK BOY.
But Cured By Chamberlain's
Colic,

H. E. No. 4917.
FOR PUBLICATION,
KBPARTMENT OF THR INTRRIOR.
T.nnd Office at Santa Fe. N. M,
Aiiguat 6, im.
Notice Is hereby
that Boltncln Rrltn
lie UllrolR. widow of Julio Gnrcln. 1ms tiled
notice of her intention to make Until proof
in minnnrt, of hU cluiin. via; Homesteiri
for the W yt NW b Sec
Kntry No. 4917 made
21. Township 16 N . Range IU K and that, salrl
lioforo
Hie Uea-lstemade
he
and
proof will
,
Receiver, at Santa Fe, N. M. on September
h
hn,u
IX MOD.
low the plain printed directions and
She mmw the following wpmsses to
her conttuuoiia residence upon, and
a cure Is certain.
For sale by all Vrove
of. the land, vl,:
cultivation
'
"
Tito
Duran, uitonio Garcia, Matlat
druggists.
Francisco Hrltu. all of Santa Fe, New
Mexico,.
VIANl'FX R. OTERO, 4
If you have anything to sell, rent or
exehnnfrfl use thn "Want" rnhimnia nt
Register,
tnft New ieXjCM1.
Bon Ton restaurant for best oysters.

Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
"When my boy was two years old
he had a very severe attack of bowel
complaint, but by the use of Chamber- lutfi'u f'nlt ' PhnlRrn nnil THor.i.linpfl
Remedy we hrought him out all right,"
Maggie Hickox, of Midland,
r
cm b6 d
THve,n
.nnon tn tho mnat anvnvn raiiuiQ

NOTICE

Infn),

',":'''"

Will cure any case of Kidney or Bladder Disease not
beyond the reach of medicine, rjfo medicine can do more.

Cures Backache
Corrects
Irregularities
Do not risk having
JRHght's Disease.
.i?r.

.ry.iberca--
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Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
Located on Helen Cut-of- f
of Santa Fe R'y- -

by P. C. Eastment

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

It

was at Lausanne, Lake Geneva,
and at one of the small and quiet hotels, that Judge Fordham, TJ. 8. A. was
told by the landlord:
You will be glad to learn that I
have a compatriot of yours here. She
has been here a week. She la a widow.
I believe she comes from Chicago, Canada."
"Sure It Isn't Philadelphia, Montana?" asked the Judge.
"I will at once find out all particulars, your excellency."
"Never mind just now. I'd like a
few hours' rest before meeting the
widow, American or otherwise. If yon
will be so kind, you needn't mention
to her that I am here. I came away
from my home In Boston, California,
to escape a widow, and, you see, I
don't want to bump up against another
too soon. Wo Americans always want
to walk around awhile before getting
acquainted."
"It is so, your excellency, and your
wishes shall be respected." said the obsequious host.
"How does the widow happen to be
here alone?" Inquired the judge without much show of Interest.
"Her brother Is at Lyons, France.
He Is a buyer of silks for Americans,
He will soon be here."
"Is she good looking and rich?" asked the judge.
"Had I known, your excellency, that
Chicago, Canada, had such handsome
women I should have gone there for
my second wife. As for riches, she
has my. best rooms and orders what
he wants. My bill against her will
be very much."
"
"Think she's on the marry?"
' "When I saw you, sir, and knew
that yon were an American I said to
myself:
"'He comes from the same country.
He looks like a widower. He appears
to be rich. Why should not the widower marry the widow and thus make
each other happy?' "
"Thanks for your interest In the
case, old man, hut go slow. An American widower and an American widow
will always find each other In good
time if you leave them alone. Just
leave it to us."
They met at the table, but were not
A sharp eyed person
Introduced.
would have noticed that they were
sizing each other up. Two days later,
as the widow sat on the veranda with
a book in her band, the landlord and
the judge approached, and the former
Indulged in a dozen bows and scrapes
as he said:
"I have the utmost felicitation In
presenting Judge Fordham to Mrs.
Chatham."
The judge found the widow to be a
woman not much over thirty. She was
bright and keen and self possessed.
She found the. judge to be a man of
about
hale and hearty and
inclined to bo frank spoken. Of course
they became interested at once, and
after a few minutes the landlord re
entered the office to sr.y to his wife:
"Today, Marie. I have done a noble
thing. The widower will marry the
widow, and when they return to America they will probably live in New
York, Arizona, and be happy all their
days. Did I not tell you when we were
married that as a landlord I should be
a magnificent success?"
Neither the Widow Chatham nor
Judge Fordham bad a story to tell. It
came out casually in conversation that
she was the widow of a Chicago wholesale grocer and bad taken the trip
abroad at the instance of her brother
Tom, who was a silk buyer for a New
York bouse and who would soon be
with them. It came out the same way
that the judge bad retired from the
bench iu New York and was now taking It easy abroad while his bonds
went right on piling up interest. They
found themselves agreeing on almost
all subjects, especially on the greatness
of Chicago and the purity of American
nnlitlna nnri now find thmi the landlord
looked out to smile and turn to bis
wife with:
"Marie, compliment me on my mag- . nlficence,
The widower and the widow
at becoming more and more Interested
in each other."
The judge rather took charge of Mrs.
Chatham after the first day. .They rode
out together, they boated together, they
climbed the bills together. The subject
of love wasn't even hinted at, but there
were other persons than the landlord
who smiled in a knowing way.
There was just a bit of mystery about
the brother. He was to arrive at such
a time and such a time, but he didn't
arrive. It was all the fault of the
silk men, he wrote. They were taking
things easy and refused to be hustled.
He would be along In good time, however, and In one of his letters he wrote
that It would be a pleasure for him to
meet the judge. The judge smiled
grimly when this extract was read to
lilin. He seemed to doubt it.
After their acquaintance had lasted
two weeks and one day just after a
telegram had been received by the
widow the judge strolled into the railroad depot and found her about to
take a train that Is, he thought she
was. She had no baggage and appeared to avoid observation.
When she saw that she was discovered she made some excuse and left the
depot in his company. She was a bit
glum for awhile, ..but soon rallied and
was very gaylhat evening. Two days
later a telegram announced that Brother Tommy was ill at borne. The widow
saw mat sue wouia run over mere xar
a day or two, and the Judge said h
would accompany her. He had a curiforty-eigh-

NEWr MEXICAN,
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about the silk mills, and this
' osity
would be a good time to gratify it. The
widow suddenly decided that Tommy
might get over bis Illness without any
f her help. She bad her fair share of
terly affection, but Tommy was one
these fellows that always played
even with a cold In the head,
o mornings late the Judge took
early morning walk. It was an
p before ureaKiasi.
tie waiaeu
d td the depot to see the 6:20 train
ut He was on time, and he saw
Widow Chatham there. She dodged
and returned to the hotel Instead of
ig the train When they met at
fast neither. one MjLJLI!glS

fct
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The C1
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

the junc-

tion of the Main Line of the .Santa Fc System

leading
East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Oalveatoi and
points East to San Franciaro, Im Angeles, El Taso and
Old Mexico.
1,000 Irasine

and residence lots, nm 5x140 ftot, laid

out with broad 80 and

'streeta, with alleys 20 feet

70-fo-

wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
shade trees

;

public school houpe, costing $16,000

;

church-

es; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; several large mercantile establishments ; the Belen Patent Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three
tels, restaurauts, etc., Belen is the largest shipping point
ho-

Its importance as a gTeat commercial
city in the near future cannot b estimated.

The
about their w'allT,' buf the iahdloTtl
his bauds and smiled and nald to
his wife:
"Mario, my magnificence grows. The
widower and the widow were out for u
sunrise walk this morning. That means
love and matrimony..
was the one to
introduce them and bring two hnppy
hearis together. Of course It will go
luto both bills as an extra."
There Is a pretty fair mountain at
Lausanne. It is hitch enough to have
precipices and rugged enough lo put a
man out of wind to climb it. When
you have followed "Lovers' walk" fur
enough yon strike into "Heart's highway," and a quarter of a mile farther
yon debouch upon a platform called
"Maiden's rest." The judge and the
widow had been up there twice. On
the afternoon of the early morning
walk they took the path again, When
they had reached the plateau and found
scats and had a few words to say about
the view the widow looked the Judge
fair in the eyes and said:
"Mr. Fordham, in about three minutes, unless you promise to leave Lausanne by the evening train, I shall begin to scream."
"Yes," he calmly replied.
"I shall run down the path shouting
for help."
rutJ-be- d

1

railroad

LIMITED

EXPRESS,

MAIL AND

OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTTI.
The lots offered aw in the center of the city,, well gra&
ed (many of them improved by ciitivation) ; no saad or
gravel.

We need a first class bikury, tailor shop, shoe

house, jeweler, plnmbiJig

shol planing mill,

coat nd wooi

Irit

yard, drug store, harness shop, ete., etc., also

class,

modern hoisl.

Our prioes of lots are low and terms on easy payments;
d
title perfect ; warranty deeds.
purchase money,
One-tbir-

may reman, on note, wixh mortgige
curity, for one year, with 8 per cent, interest theram.
canh.

Two-third-

s

se-

apply at nce for map and prices, if you wisb to secure

I'miiest.

JOHN FSECRIR,

FAST

FREIGHT TRAJN3 OF THE SANTA FE WILL OC

BELEN TOWJVSITE

for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
Maiieo.

ALL

WW. M. UKJKiHK,

tlm (ihoioMt

Seowtarj.

1,'its,

to

Belen Town and Improvement Company

room to""iTl3playa view frouPS "window, when some one shut the door,
with its self acting lock, and the three

men were prisoners. The patient alone
preserved his composure. While the
councilors clamored to be released he
remarked:
"If I were you I would be quiet."
No help coming, the councilors grew
desperate. Beads of perspiration stood
on their brows, and tbey fairly yelled.
"If I were you," repeated the patient
soothingly, "I would keep quiet."
"But we're no daft," pleaded one of
the visitors.
"Hoots nion, that's what I said ma'
sel' when I was brocht in !"

CURIOUS CULLINGS.

In many provinces of India the
cobra is still worshiped, and not only
worshiped, bnt pampered and protected.
An English court has just allowed
the heirs of a young mau who went
down with a ship in a storm In the
Indian ocean In 1857 to "presume"
that he Is dead.
A policeman Iu London arrested a
man seventy-siyears of age for sing-r
"Ye."
ing In the street, "Darling, I Am
"I shall meet people and declare that Growing Old." The magistrate deyou threatened me. I think you will clined to punish him for growing old.
The emir of Afghanistan recently
understand what that will mean to
discovered that three of the muftis
you."
"Certainly,' but (here are loopholes in of his court had been grafting and
your plan. For instance, I have no also had been guilty of oppressing the
less than three witnesses concealed be- poor. Ho ordered them buried alive,
hind the rocks up here. Then I have and this was done without delay.
a telegram to the effect that your Brother Tommy Is in custody at Lyons. I
SCIENCE SIFTINGS.
also have a second stating that Ms extradition papers, for which I have been
A gale blowing eighty miles an hour
waiting these many days, are ready for exerts a pressure of nearly thirty-twme."
pounds to the square foot.
"Where do I come in?" she asked
If air at ordinary temperatures does
after awhile.
not move at more than one and a half
"You don't come In. Tommy did' the
feet per second no draft Is felt.
embezzling, and you sinlply ran away
Life can be sustained for about thirWith him. So fur as my instructions
on water alone. With only
go, you are to be left behind here In ty days
solid food one could live but a quarter
Europe to enjoy yourself as best you
of that time.
may. No doubt yon have some of the
A Spanish professor has made the
stolen money to pay your bills with,
but 1 was uot Instructed to arrest you. discovery that the sunflower yields a
I was simply keeping tab on you until splendid febrifuge that can be nsed as
the papers were ready for Tommy. Is a substitute for quinine.
there anything more (o say?"
"Sir, 1 do not know you!" answered
Bound to Be Comfortable.
the widow as she arose and started
A Philadelphia man went to Maine
down the path by her lonesome.
on his vacation, and he found the nights
cold and bedclothes scarce.
"And so you go away to Lyons?" re- very
"Are these all the bedclothes you
the
landlord after the judge had
peated
give?" be inquired of the chambermaid.
announced his Intentions.
"This Is a,l that goes with one room,"
"Yes; have to go."
she replied.
"And the widow from Chicago, Can"Then give me a couple of rooms,"
ada?"
said he. Philadelphia Press.
"I must leave her In your keeping.
We have had a misunderstanding. You
Poondi and Quires.
know how cantankerous
American
from Miss Thumperton's
"Judging
widows are."
treatment of tbe organ," sarcastically
"Maria," said the landlord to his wife remarked tbe choir master, who objectthat evening, "I may be magnificent ed to the new
organist engaged by tbe
and I may not. The widower and the rector,
"you prefer to buy your music
widow have quarreled and be has
by the pound."
started for Lyons, and it may be that
"Well." replied the rector quietly, "It
he will never come back to plead for a Isn't ill
ways supplied by the choir."
reconciliation. The main point, how- C'attio.ii- Hi awlard anil Times.
ever, Is that I charged him two extras
for falling iu love with another guest
Could Hnr.ll. Brllfve It. J
of my bouse and falling out again, and
Mrs.
"Did yon know."
maybe I am magnificent after all."
"tlmf Mr. Million was amlii
dextrous?"
Virtues of "Sold" Slgu.
"No," replied her hostess as she flung
"Get this parlor suit out at once, her pearl studded ilos collar on the cenJohn," said the manager.
ter tablo. "Are you sure about It? I'm
"Oh, let's just put a 'Sold' tag on It almost sure I've seen him drinkin'
till tomorrow," grumbled Salesman punch at tbe Roekiughams' reception."
.
John. "The men are fearful busy."
Chicago
"John," said the manager, "you know
At the Actor' Ball Game.
very little about human nature If
Great Brutus!
Stormer Barnes
you're willing to leave a suit of furniture marked 'Sold' In sight of the pub- Where's your eye? If you hadn't tried
lic. If we left the suit here everybody to bit those wild ones you'd have got
that came In would be attracted by the your base on balls.
'Sold' sign on It and would want to
Hammond Ranter (witherlngly) And
buy It or Its duplicate. The suit can't have those near humorous sporting rebe duplicated, as you know, and so the porters unanimously put down that I
people would be dissatisfied. This suit, walked as usual? Puck.
because they couldn't have It, would
A Feline Blnfl.
seem to them the only desirable one in
our stock." They would take no other.
Family Dog Did the cook give you a
We should probably lose half a dozen licking for eating up all of the whipped
cream?
sales.
I
..,. "
Family Cat No. l,t got all over my
"Why John, therck are some dishonest dealers who put 'Sold' signs on whiskeri and made me look as If I was
frothing at the mouth. She thought I
goods that are a drug, so as to dispose
of those goods quickly, and it is a fact was having a fit and ran for her life.
not creditabfo to human nature that Detroit Free Press.
fake 'Solds' will inovo a slow stock
Breear Aboat It.
more quickly even than fake
Housekeeper Why don't you go to
Oilcan
work? ',
Tramp I do, mum, when I can get a
Wit of a Scotch LomftUo.
This lunatic asylum story comes chanat at ma specialty.
Housekeeper What la your specialty?
from Glasgow; Two councilors of that
Tramp Holding down plaicy chairs
city were taken over a largo asylum
the other day by one of the patients, oa windy afternoons. Boston
asare man. He had led, them to a

The Mexican Central lias recently

placed on sale tickets to New York and
return, goius? via the Mexican Control
to either Vera Cruz or Tampioo,
thenco la the famous Ward Steamship Line to New York. The return
will be by rail over any lino to El
Paso. The entire trip, covering thousands of mileR, Havana, Cuba, nnd its
famous Mora Cnslle, Newport, and a
dozen of tho Inrgost cities of the Unl-- j
ted States, crm be made for $122.50. A
more delightful irip can not bo

THE STAY AT HOME.
Let others go
For pomp and allow
Where ooean beats or mountain towere.
I'm glad I've got
A homelike spot
Te rest. In after working hours.
My wife and I,
Contented, sigh

For nothing that the haunts of pteaaure

By sea or lake
Could add to make
Our Joy In life of greater measure.
Good food to

TOUSANCE GATEWAY.

FAST PASSENGER AND FREIGHT SERVICE.
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD

TEAM"M?

TICJT

stop-ove-

eat

of Mexico.

conneo-Hon- s

if you cannot afford to pay for a
daily paper, subscribe for the Weekly
New Mexican Review and get the
cream of the week's doings. It is a
good paper to send to your friends.

I

T. A. Daly in Catholic
Times.

'SUNSHINE ROUTE, v.

r
planned, as
privileges are
allowed and the tickets are good for
,one year from the date of sale. The
trip includes the City of Mexico, the
"Paris of America." Further Infor
mation can be secured by addressing
A. Dulohery, Commercial Agent, EI
Paso. Texas, or W. D. Murdock, As-,- '
slstant General Passenger. Agent, City

(Despite the heat,
I love my meals, and ao does Kitty)
And not a care
What clothes to wear!
We're quite contented In the city.
Although to stick
Where walls of brick
Encompass one In all directions
Is hard, we've got
A cinch. That's what!
We're sponging on my wife's

Santa Fe Central Railway System

Standard

and

Be Sever Tumbled.

If you want anything on earth
New Mexican "ad."
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Record-Herald-

.

Times-Democra-

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MAttONIC
Montezuma Lnilge

No
ftegu
lar commttiiicntion flrsi
Monday rt each innnth
1, A. F. & A. V..

at Masonic Hall at TM
"Whew

l

This is a tough

Wt-o-

1

ak,

p. m,

reckon."

II. F. STHPHHN3, W.

M.

ALAN R. MoCOItD, Cocy.

'

A Shattered Romance.
"l'es, we were at the play this afterAll the girls think Lester
noon.
Scraggs is just too lovely for anything. What was the play about) I
don't know. We were too much absorbed In watching Lester to pay any
attention to the play. He looked just
too killing in a yellow wig, with a blue
plush cloak banging over his arm. And
he had the sweetest jeweled sword I
"After the play we all went around
to the stage door and waited for him
to come out. And, say, he Isn't the
least bit handsome when you see him
close. His face is awfully flabby, and
his hair is short and thin and kind of
sandy. There was a fat woman In a
freak hat came up just as be started
away and took hold of bis arm, and
they walked aioug together. 'I wonder who that woman is?' I said to Jane
A coarse looking man near
Snooply.
tbe door heard me. 'That's hla wife,'
be said.
t
f
"Then we all wenthorae."-Clevela- nd
Plain Dealer.

3anta Fe Chapter, No,
1, R. A. M. Regular
convocation 2nd Monday of each month at
Masonic Hall at 7: SO
p. m,

s. spitz, n. p.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secy.
Santa Fe Commnndery No.
Regular conclave
fourth Monday In each
month at Masonic Hall at
f
:3fl p. m.
W. K. GRIFFIN, B. C.
W. H. KENNEDY, Recorder.

wvy

1, K. T.

Santa Fe Lodge ol Perfection No. 1,
Uth degree, Ancient and Accepted
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
on tlw third Saturday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening In
Masonic Hall, south aide ot Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
cordially Invited to attend.
CHARL13 FRANKLIN KASLEY, 82.
Venerable Master
PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Sec.

As It Sbonld Bo.
"The trusts In this country have
been pretty well aired, I understand,"
said the English tourist.
"x"es, fairly well," replied the American, "but tbey ought to be "fumigated
also." Chicago News.

I. O. O. F.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I O. O. F
meets every Thursday evening In Odd
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco street
Visiting brothers welcome.

Results.
,
"What benefit did Bliggins obtain
from his journey abroad?"
"He managed to verify most of the
facta that are contained In the
Star.

,1. E. LACOME,
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.

N. G.
...

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights cf
Pythias. Regular meeting every first
and third Tuesday evenings at 8
o'clock, Castle Hall temporarily with
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street.
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
fraternal welcome.
PAUL A. F. WALTER. C.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K. R. S.
D. LOWITZKI, Master of Finance.

Tom Knew.
Teacher Tommie, what Is the hardest wood that grows?
Tommle The kind a feller's got to
split. Tonkers Statesman.
Didn't Like It.
The abhorrence of respectable Brit"
ish persons for the synouym' for
Is almost as extraordinary
as its popularity with the lower
classes. In days gone by O'Connell
spoke of tbe "base, bloody and brutal
Whigs," and the Times in reporting
him rendered it very Ingeniously, with
a view to exhibit his bad language, as
the "base, b - and bwital Whigs."

a

.

B. P. O, E.

Santa Fe

Ix.iL,e, No.

40,

,

FRATERNAL UNION.
Bottle ft ursine
Fe Lodgs, No, 259. Fraternal
It is commonly supposed that nurs- Union of America. Regular meetings
ing infants with the bottle is a modfirst and third Mondays hi each month
ern custom, but some time ago Dr. at 8, o'clock p. m. Odd Fellows' Hall,
Gottsteln pointed out that that custom San Frandsflo street. Visiting Frat-erwas widely prevalent In German cities
welcome.
v
200 years ago, and more recently Dr.
L. BACA, Fraternal Master.
R,
Grotjahn dlaoovered pictorial evidence ' DAVID OONZALBS, Secy.
of such nurslug 1,300 years ago.
kfAOGTI O. MONTOTA, Trass.

a

.

'

-
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Rubber Stamps
WEEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY-ITHE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TiME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE THEY SAVE
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

PRICE-LIS- T;
Stamp, not over 2 inches long
lit
. , . . . . Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2J and not over 3J inches long, ,20c
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 3J and not over I inches long. . . .86c
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c
One-lin- e
le
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
' Each additional line, same price.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long
waj, 2Sc extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over one-ha-lf
inch in size, we charge
for one line for each one-na- if
inch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
Local Dater, any town and date for ten years
$1.00
10c
Ledger Dater, month, day and year in
8So
Regular line Dater
Defiance or Model Band Dater
$1.50
Fao Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut, 1.50
Pearl Check Protector
1.00
,
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
1x2J, 10c; 2x3, 15c; 2x3, 25c; 2x4, 85c; 3x6, 50c;
41x7,, 7$c.
One-lin-

........

B. P. O.

holds Its regular session on tho secon
and fourth Wednesdays of each month,
Visiting brothers are Invited and welNORMAN L. KING, 1. R.
come.
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.

The Clove.
The spice known as the common
clove Is the undeveloped bud of the
Oaryophyllus aromatlcus.

Connections at Torrance, New Mexico, with El Paso & South western
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa Fat
New Mexico, with the Atchison; Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Santa Fe
with the Denver & Rio Grcnde Railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island A Pacific Railway, via
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
8. B. GRIMSHAVY,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Prea, and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT,
Aast Sec'y and Tress.
J. P. LYNG,
A. L. GRiMSHAW,
Trav. Freight and Pass. Agt
City Freight and Pass. Agt, '
General Offices, Santa fe, New Mexico.
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BAS,

GHOCEHS,

BUTCHERS

! NO

No.

Meat Market Telephone No. 49,

I..USHROOMS.
CONCORD GRAPES.
We carry mushrooms In several sizes
in
market.
now
are
concords
Iowa
The best in one pound
We are selling for the present at 50c and grades.
tins. 35 cents. They are perfect in
per basket
size, shape and color. Small cans
one quarter pound, 15 cents. Second
CANTALOUPES.
duality, not perfect in color, and a
Nice rich, sweet cants in plentiful little irregular in size, one pound tins,
each.
30 cents.
Third quality, pieces and
supply, at Dc and 8
stems, one pound tins, 25 cents. Third
PEACHES.
quality, in one half pound tins, 15c.
Small size peaches at CO cents per
MEAT MARKET.
twenty pound box, up to $1.25 for fancy
yellow stock.
We are now receiving on each Friday, a limited quantity of fresh oysVEGETABLES.
ters. Also a nice assortment of fancy
Large size egg plant, each 10c. Slice fish, both eastern and California. The
them, soak in salted water and fry-i- price ranges from 15c to 20c. We rebatter like oysters. Sweet potatoes, ceive at our market several times per
per pound 10c. Tomatoes, per basket, week, a fine lot of corn fed beef, pork
30 cents.
and mutton. This meat Is something
that it will give you pleasure to see
and to eat.
APPLES.
We have apples that are nice and
SPICES.
clean and smooth almost entirely free
Most spice that is sold is of inferfrom worms. Per pound, 5c; per box,
ior quality. There is little produced
$1.50.
that is good enough to put under the
"Ferndell" label. Perhaps you do not
CANNED CREAM.
tor some reason the trade on can- wish to me twice as much spice as
ned cream has grown very large the you do now. If you are getting the
Many say the ordinary kind, a change to "Ferndell"
past year or two.
quality is the reason, others claim the will double your pleasure, and probcanned article Is more convenient and ably increase your use of these condieconomical. We can especially recom- ments. We have all sorts In cans
mend the following brands as being at 10 cents per can, except cinnamon,
very fine: Pet, in three sizes, 5, 10, the cinnamon we are compelled to get
cents. Carnation in the 15 cents for. Mixed pickling spice in
and 12
cents. bulk, four ounces for 10 cents.
20
ounce
caii3, only 12
large
c

IfKifltJlBUU

LEVI A. HUGHES.

HUGHES & DELGADO.

uiluiuu,

Insurance and Real Estate

Wo have some choice property for the person with small capital and also
rare bargains for the wealthy. Let us show you our list of property.

Office

J.

West fide of Plaza,

:

:

:

Santa FeN.M.

:

W.

W. AKERS.

N. TOWNSEND.

"THE CLUB"
&

TOWNSEND, Proprietors.

in uiiMi mmmmm

EADQUARTERS
ul AjmoBcettAts at

for Wedding Card

the

Mew

C.

Kesican.

w w mm ppp wot
tat Place Pe

Mercantile Stationery
Maaofactarer Of

BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.
New McdcD.

Santa Fe,

HO FOR

THE

BEST SPRINGS ON EARTH
Good Road via Espanola, N. M.,

,

ALL HOTEL ACCOODATIOJSS

SULPHUR SPiRNCS,

IM. ML

J. W. MALETTE, MANAGER.

He

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

THE

FORTY-EIGHT-

:

Dead

Sir::

main.

STORE

J. S. CANDELARIO, PROP.
San Francisco St.
301-30- 3

We Are Headquarters

sortment

for the Best

As-

of

CURIOS AND CHIMAYO AND NAVA
HO INDIAN BLANKETS. .

Opals and Turquois
Drawn Work, Baskets, Pottery and
dian Curios in the United 8tae.

H

YEAR BEGINS SEPT. 3, 1906
BROTHER E. LEWIS President.

DENVER &

iW GRANDE

STSTEM

Woll."

"Scenic Line of tht

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE

ZZ2TO

DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS

Eat and West
Connection at Denver' with all Hn
Tune as Quick and Rate as Low as Other Lines.
PULLMAN SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, on all Through Trains.
No Tiresome Delays at Any Station.
For I'luatrted Advertising Hatter or Information Addresus:
S. K. HOOPER, 6. P. and T. A., DENVER, COLORADO, or
A.

S. BARNEY, T. P. A., SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

UBUSHER S
RENTERS . .
BINDERS

0 0

Sole Makers for New Mexico of the

Celebrated Frey Patent
FLAT

:

OPENING

BLANK

:

:

BOOK..

".raj

Is is unnecessary for me to tell you
ot the importance of the result of
the Sheep and Wool Growers' Con
You'll Have to Hurry!
vention to the sheep and wool growing
The final
A lady just from Mexico arrived In interests of New Mexico.
Santa Fe yesterday with a beautiful action relative to the interests of New
assortment of Mexican drawn work. Mexico sheep and wool growers will
Sae needed money and we bought all be taken before this convention adshe had. Come quick and get the journs, so that the people In Washing
ton may know just what the different
first pick.
sheep and wool growers require in
the passage of the bill regulating the
THE ORIGINAL
leasing and grazing of the public do-

OLD : CURIO

3, 1906.

St. Michael's College

-

Ia

SEPTEMBER

Rail-rea-

The old established line of goods formerly carried at
"Our Place" has been added to our stock. We buy our
goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute
purity. Elegant club rooms in connection. Side entrance
to Coronado Hotel.

AKERS

Recorded at Police Judge Garcia Held That
Highest Temperature
Santa Fe In August Only 83 DWas Justified In Beating
Sandoval.
egreesSunshine Every Day.
in

Burke, whose home is.
Chicago, and who lias business interThe maximum temperature of 83 deHolding that tho assault was justifiests In the Republic of Mexico, is reggrees, and a minimum of 48 degrees, able and as the complaining witness
has
Burke
Mr.
Claire.
istered at the
were recorded by the Weather Bureau
spent many years in Mexico and is at Santa Fe during August. In these was not present to give his version
of the affair, the ease of the Territory
with some of the off- two
acquainted
figures lies the explanation of San- vs. Cosme Salas was dismissed Saturicials of the Mexican government. He ta Fe'3 most
delightful summer clitalked freely last evening when seen mate. The greatest daily range in day afternoon by Justice of the Peace
has been arby a reporter of the New Mexican. temperature was only 29 degrees, on Jose Ma. Garcia. Salas
Manuel Sandoval
for
rested
attacking
He Is now on his way to the Interior
15
was
August G, and the least range
about 3 o'clock on the morning of
of Mexico and expects to be the.ro for
decrees, on August 1. There was only
19th
last. The complaint
August
some time. The reporter told Mr. one
cloudy day, but 10 partially cloudy
Burke that he had read articles in days, and it clear days, not a single charged assault with intent to kill.
which certain eastern newspapers day, however, having loss than fifteen When Salas was arraigned for preliminary hearing lie told a straightstated that on September 16th next,
per cent of the possible sunshine, the
there would bo an uprising In Mexl average sunshine for the month being forward story of the trouble and It
was corroborated by other witnesses.
co. In reply to this Mr, Burke said: 72
per cent, which Is pretty good for
to the testimony IntroI have been traveling in and out
a month which has the reputation of According
Sandoval was intoxicated af ihe
duced,
of Mexico for the last thirty years, I
being the cloudiest of the year. There
am well acquainted
with President has been a deficiency in temperature time and made Insulting remarks
who were with
about two women
officials.
Porflrio Diaz and many other
since New Year of 190 degrees and an
Salas. The latter promptly struck his
I have been in his office time after
excess in precipitation of .65 of an
time and have had many conversa- Inch, The precipitation during August tormentor a stinging blow with his
tions with him. There will be no up- was 1.84 inches and the greatest pre- list. Sandoval fell to the sidewalk,,
his head violently. It was
rising in Mexico as stated in eastern cipitation in any twenty-fou- r
consecu- striking
papers cannot tive hours was only .47 of an inch on feared that concussion of the brain
newspaper?. The?
verify a single tiling that has been August 3. The total wind movement might develop but he has since pracwas unpublished In regard to this matter; was 4,403 miles mostly from the south-east- , tically 'recovered, although he
to
able
at
the
trial.
appear
to
are
think they
getting
they seem
an average of only six miles an
the news, first and are ready to pub- nour and a maximum of only 29
lish any "rot" that is sent them. We miles an hour which was recorded on THE SANTISTEVAN
have men in the United States who August 6 and blew from the east. The
ASSIGNMENT
,
are always ready to send such papers average maximum temperature was
stuff for publication that is not based only 70.8 degrees, which is remark
upon facts. So, it is In the Republic able for August, while the average Contention Over Sale of Sheep Made
of Mexico.
This trouble, and it is minimum was 54.4 degrees, an average
Case ConBy Assignee
tinued to October 16.
exaggerated very much, in Mexico, Is range of only 22 degrees. The relacaused by Americans who leave the tive humidity for the month was 59
United Sates. These men leave their per cent, but the average at G p. m.
The hearing in the assignment of
own country as it is for their best was only 45
per cent. What more need Juan Santistevan, of Taos, which has
Interests to do so, or rather most be said in praise of Santa Fe's sum been in
progress during the past week
of them are forced to depart; these mer climate than a reproduction of before Referee
Harry S. Clancy, was
are the men who are stirring up the the above official figures?
closed Friday
for the time being
native people of Mexico. They get
and continued to October lGth next.
carouse
and fight each other
drunk,
During the week the examination was
and if they are put before the people TELEPHONE CONNECupon the mutter cf the sale of certain
at all, it is in a bad light. They
TIONS OUT OF TAOS sheep belonging to the estate by Rerush into Mexico thinking they can
ceiver A. R. Manby, also of Taos. It
continue their old bad ways of doing. Much Needed Improvement at Hand-Ba- nner Is claimed on behalf of Mr. Santis
They seen to forget that Mexico has
tevan that the sheep were disposed of
Crops Only Awaits a
a code of laws and that she is ready
Railroad.
at too low and too ruinous a price and
and does enforce them whenever
that with proper care the receiver
necessary; this is done Irrespective of
could have procured greater returns
to the New Mexican.
Special
nationality. Such a class of people,
Taos, Sept. 3. The new telephone for the animals'. This contention is
of course, has no regard for the laws
line
from Talpa, seven miles south, not admitted by Mr. Manby and tesand before they know it, they are revia Ranchos de Taos is completed to timony upon the matter was had. It
Mexiat
the
hands
of
ceiving justice
looks as if the case will take several
can officials who are directed to en- Taos, and poles are set ten miles months befo-- e a final
closing of it
on the
north
station
toward
Servilleta
force the law. They shout 'American
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad. Taos can be had. A. B. Renehan, of this
Citizen, defy the law!' Right here i
is the largest town in the United city and J. B. Lusk, of Tao3, appearcan say that President Diaz has been
States without outside telephone con- ed for the assignor and creditors, and
very lenient with such men. More so nections. Dr. T. P. Martin
and F. C. Catroi) and Gortner, of this city, for
than he is wltfi his own people and
are putting in the Servilleta ex- the assignee..
Ellis
therefore why should such newspaper
tension which will be completed this
truck as appeared in Harper's Weekly
the Denver & Rio Grande
month;
eastern
and other
papers create the
will wire the station and put In
MARKET REPORT.
sentiment that there will soon be a
an operator which will give Taos outcivil war in Mexico?, It U all nonsense
side communication, something
the
and based upon imagination. We have
WOOL MARKET.
nas neeiieu ror to, these many
a class of people who often go down
St. Louis, Sept. 3.
Wool steady;
into Mexico to tour the country. These years.
and western mediums. 24
Frank P. Sauerwen, artist, and Mrs. territory
28; fine medium 1822; fine 1417.
people know nothing of the Spanish G. T.
Gay and son, of Los Angeles,
language and are full of bigotry; they
LIVE STOCK.
are
registered at the Taos
seem to be ready to expose same and California,
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 3.
Mr. Sauerwen wdll remain until
Cattle
Hotel;
often do so when 'they meet the na
after the big Indian feast day of San receipts 10,000, steady to shade lowtive people of Mexico, forgetting, it
er. Native steei-- $4.25$G.50; southGeronimo, the 30th of this month.
seems, where they are.
They also
Lorenzo Vasquez of Ranchos de ern steers $2.50?3.90; southern cows
come in contact with the law and cre
ate more or less trouble; this of Taos, met with a serious accident $2$3; native cows and heifers $2
in which the bones of his $4.85; stockers
and feeders $2.G0
course, is printed by some newspapers Wednesday,
left shoulder were badly broken. Dr. $4.50; Bulls $2$3.25; calves $2.50
that are willing to print anything.
Martin reduced the fractures, and at $5.50; western .steers $3.50$5.25;
"The hospitality of the average
.western cows $2$4,
this writing he Is out of danger.
Mexican in Mexico is far superior to
This is a banner crop year for Taos
Sheep receipts 7,000, steady. Mutthe hospitality of lots of our Ameritons $4.50$3.G0;
lambs $0$7.50;
can people. They will get up in the County and the indications are that
hundreds cf tons of hay and alfalfa range wethe-- s $4.75 $5.75; ewes. $4.25
middle of the night and cook you a meal
will spoil for want of a market.
$5.50.
Oh!
and not charge you a cent for it; they
for a railroad; the St. Louis Rocky
Chicago, Sept. 3. Cattle
receipts
will walk a half mile to show you the
Mountain & Pacific will be completed 28,000, steadv to ten
right road; they are the best people to Ute Creek this
month, where ft will Beeves $3.75 $0.80; cows and heifers
t ever saw if
they are treated right
for this year; as to when ilt will vi.35$5.15;
Texans
$3.60$4.40;
and it seems they cannot do enough stop
reach Taos, qulen sabe.
stockers and feeders $2.25$4.20;
for you.
westerners $3.40$5.20.
"A short time ago, I was In ChihuaSheep receipts 20,000, steady. Sheen
hua and had a personal Interview with LIGHT
SPRINKLES
$3.15$5.G0;
yearlings
$5.50$G.25;
Acting Governor Enrique Creel. I
AND SUNSHINE Iambs $4.50 $7.75.
know of no better man. He is very
friendly to Americans who go Into
Mexico to help build up the country With Continued Pleasant TemoeraOFFICIAL MATTERS.
ture Are Weather Conditions
and to advance their own financial InHere To Continue.
terests. He encourages every enterPostoffice
Established.
prise, American or Mexican, that is
There has been little change In the
A postoffice
established for the betterment of the
has been established
country. Prosperity is the word of weather here since Saturday. Clouds at San Jon, Quay County, to be
the day'Jn Mexico and the people gathered overhead this morning and served from Revuelto, twelve miles
there are taking great strides in that it looked as though a storm was im- to the west. Willis D. Bennett has
direction.
Governor Creel of Chi- minent, but the clouds were dispelled been appointed postmaster.
huahua, and President Diaz, have the after shedding a few drops of rain.
same opinion dn regard to the 'up- The delightful cool temperature still
rising' business and there will be continues much to the delight of the
tourists who have recently
none."
arrived
Mr.
Burke is highly educated, from the sweltering eastern and censpeaks the Spanish language fluently tral states.
Fair and warmer tonight and Tuesand is a stockgrower and planter by
vacation.
He left this evening for day, was the .forecast today of the
local weather man. The temperature
Mexico.
at G o'clock this morning was 49 degree 3. The lowest temperature durSHEEP AND WOOL
ing last night was also 49 degrees.
maximum temperature yesterday
GROWERS' ASSOCIATION The
was 73 degrees at 12:10 p. m., while
the minimum temperature was 52 deFor Benefit of Those Interested and
grees at 8:30 p. m. The mean temAll Will Have Voice
perature for the day was G2 degrees
In Affairs.
with a relative humidity bf 47 per
The following letter from Hon. Solo- - cent. . The precipitation was 0.06 of
man Luna, president of the Territorial an inch,
Saturday's maximum temperaFair Association to the editor of the ture was 70 degrees at 1:00 p. m
New Mexican, is self explanatory and while the minimum
temperature then
Is worthy of the attention of all in was 50
degrees at 5:50 a. m. The mean
terested in sheep and wool growing temperature for the day was C3 derm
as well as all who have the advance- grees with a relative
humidity of 45
ment of the Territory at heart: '
per cent.
James

250 San Francisco Street.

Grocery Telephone No. 4.

UPRISING IN MEXICO REMARKABLE SUM
COSMESALAS
MER
CLIMATE
WAS DISCHARGED
J. C. Burke, Who
16,

Says
September
Knows Conditions Mexican
People Are Good Class.

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.

MONDAY,

InI

MISS PETRITA DURAN AND
B. SANDOVAL
MARRIED.
Miss Petrlta Duran, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs.. Victor Duran, became the
bride today of Benedicto Sandoval of

Las Vegas. The ceremony was per
formed at 3 o'clock this afternoon at
the'home of the bride's parents, 120
Griffin Street, by Rev. Gabino Rendoh,
of the Spanish Presbyterian Church
The nuptials took place in the pres
ence of a large number of relatives
and friends, and the ceremony was
followed by a reception. Mrs. Ren-dowife of the officiating clergyman,
acted as matron of honor, and the
best man was Victor Duran, Jr. The
bridal couple will leave tomorrow for
Las Vegas, where Mr. Sandoval Is
stationed as an evangelist of the Spanish Presbyterian Church.

The rates on ail railroads leading
Into Albuquerque at this time are so
low tnat everyone can be In attendance. I want to add further that every
sheep and wool grower will be entitled to a voice on the floor of the
convention regardless of whether he
is a regularly appointed delegate or
not. The object! .Is to find out just
what the eheep and wool growers of
The New Mexican Printing Company
New Mexico want.
has on hand a large supply of pads
Trusting to meet you here at that and tablets suitable for school work,
time, I am,
the desk, and also for lawyers' and
SOLOMON LUNA,
merchants; good anywhewe will
President sell ihem at five seats' In book form,

HAVE YOU SENT
YOUR DOLLAR ?

TO REPUBLICANS:

We are anxious to have every Re
publican in close touch, and working in harmony with the Republican
National Congressional Committee in
favor of the election of a Republican
Congress.
The Congressional campaign must
be based on the administrative and
legislative record of the party, and,
that being so, Theodore Roosevelt's
personality must be a central figure
a central
and his achievements
thought in the campaign.
We desire to maintain the work of
this campaign with popular subscrip
tions of One Dollar each from Kepub.
licans. To each subscriber we will
send the Republican National Cam
paign Text Book and all documents
issued by the Committee.
Help us achieve a great victory.
James S. Sherman, Chairman.
P. O. Box 2063, New York.

'

Chamberlain's

A GOOD SQUARE MEAL.
Makes a man feel at peace witb tbe
wlole world. You ca get It at the
Bon Ton Hotb! and Lunch Counter.

Colic, Cholera & Diarrhea Remedy!
Almost every family has need
a reliable remedy for colic or
dianhea at tome time during the
year.
;
This remedy ii recommended
by dealen who have told it for
many yean and know iti value.
It has received thousands of
testimonials from grateful people. V'
It hat been prescribed by pb
tidani with the most satisfactory

J. M.

tBiwif .

Telephone No. 30.

Office Hours
1

to

8

p.

:

m., except Wednesday
ar.d Sunday.

(.

i PRIVATE
HOSPITAL
First claw accommodations tor

limited number of patients.

results.

It hu often saved life before
medicine could have been sent for
er a physician summoned.
It only costs a quarter. Caa
ou allord to nsk so much tor
le)

BUY IT NOW.
MMMStrl

.

New operating rooms completely
equipped with modern Instru- '
mcnts. Farad Ic, galvanic
r
and
..
static
,
electricity.
Badlograp'blc work.
Violet Rays, Phototherapy,
Ozone Generator, Etc.
,

m
jnefliiw

DIAZ, M. D.

202 Water Street.
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